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The College of 
Engineering has named 
William (Bill) M. Dunne 
as the new Associate 
Dean for Research and 
Technology. 
Dunne is the former 
Associate Dean for 
Research, Facilities and 
Graduate Student Policies 
for the UT College of 
Arts and Sciences (CAS). In his previous position, 
Dunne worked to strengthen the quality of research, 
scholarship and creative activity throughout CAS. 
Dunne received his B.S. and Ph.D. in geology 
from the University of Bristol, England. He joined 
the UT Arts and Sciences faculty in 1988 in the 
Department of Geological Sciences after becoming 
a tenured associate professor at West Virginia 
University in 1986.
Dunne’s facilities activities within CAS included 
supervising everything from minor repairs to 
renovation projects for entire buildings. He has 
also been involved in the planning for the Joint 
Institute of Advanced Materials (JIAM) building, a 
construction project on the Cherokee Farm Campus 
Dunne is New COE Associate Dean 
for Research and Technology
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Dr Wayne Davis
Dr. Bill Dunne
Dear COE Alumni and Friends,
As an MS/PhD graduate of the College 
of Engineering (COE) at the University of 
Tennessee, and as a career veteran of this 
university, I am honored and extremely 
proud to be serving as your dean.  Much 
of my written communication with you 
in coming months and years will take 
the form of newsletters and electronic 
messaging so you can know about the 
timely and important work being done 
in COE classrooms and research labs. 
I also presented a webcast State of the 
College address on September 23 that can 
be found at http://www.engr.utk.edu/
nuclear/colloquia/Archive/ in which I 
provided details on the substantial progress 
of the college over the last few years. We 
are particularly proud of the continued 
increase in the quality of our students.  
Our freshmen entering class for this fall 
has an average HS GPA of 3.98 and a 
math ACT score of 29.9, and our seniors 
just received the highest average scores in 
the university on the California Critical 
Thinking Skills Test. In August, U.S. News 
and World Report reported an increase 
in our undergraduate program ranking 
from 68th in the nation to 64th among 
the colleges of engineering that grant the 
Ph.D. and 32nd among public universities. 
From the Dean’s Desk
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that involves the participation of both the COE and 
the CAS.
“I decided to apply for and later accept the position 
with the engineering college because as an entity 
it has a ‘can-do’ attitude,” Dunne said. “In fact, 
over 65% of our funding comes from sources other 
than the state and tuition. We have a clear intent 
to increase this funding through two sources—the 
growth of research dollars and a strong development 
effort. We are well on track to see results from both 
of those areas.”
In his role as associate dean, Dunne is monitoring 
construction of the college’s two new facilities, 
the Min H. Kao Electrical Engineering and 
Computer Science Building and the Civil and 
Environmental Engineering/Industrial and 
Information Engineering (CEE/IIE) Building as well 
as continuing his efforts with the JIAM building 
project. Additionally, he is working to see a timely 
completion of renovation of the fire-damaged space 
in Dougherty Hall by the end of December, 2009. 
He hopes that a renovation proposal submitted by 
a faculty team led by Dr. Wes Hines, Dr. Bamin 
Khomami and Dr. Bill Hamel to the National 
Science Foundation for a $2 million upgrade will be 
approved. The proposal will help create upgraded 
The Min H. Kao Electrical Engineering Building, October 2009
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New COE Associate Dean continued from page 1
The UT Knoxville College of Engineering recently 
named three outstanding professors as University 
of Tennessee-Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
Governors Chairs.
The Governor’s Chair program, funded by 
the state of Tennessee and ORNL, attracts top 
scientists to broaden and enhance the unique 
research partnership that exists between the state’s 
flagship university and the nation’s largest multi-
program laboratory.
The initiative is primarily designed to provide an 
opportunity for accomplished researchers from 
around the world to enhance joint research efforts 
that position the partnership as a leader in the 
fields of biological science, computational science, 
advanced materials and neutron science. Over 
$20 million in designated funding from the state 
and ORNL is being invested to recruit and fund 
the positions, including resources to support new 
research programs.
In March 2009, the college appointed Howard 
Hall, a nuclear chemist and expert in preventing 
and responding to nuclear terrorism, as the third 
UT-ORNL Governor’s Chair.
Hall comes to UT from Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory (LLNL), where he was the 
radiological detection and response program 
leader.
Hall has spent the majority of his career at LLNL, 
where he served in a number of positions since 
1989, beginning with a post-doctoral fellowship. 
He worked on a number of projects in cooperation 
with the Department of Homeland Security 
Science and Technology Directorate and also led 
the laboratory’s divisions for radiological and 
nuclear countermeasures and nuclear assessments 
and forensics.
Hall received his bachelor’s degree in chemistry 
from the College of Charleston and earned his 
doctorate in nuclear chemistry at the University of 
California, Berkeley.
As a Governor’s Chair, Hall will hold 
appointments in the UT Knoxville Department of 
Nuclear Engineering as well as the global nuclear 
security division at ORNL. He will coordinate 
resources, programs and research initiatives 
between the two institutions.
In June 2009, the college named Yilu Liu, an expert 
in the technologies used to monitor power grids and 
a researcher in ways to create the next generation 
“smart grid,” as the fourth UT-ORNL Governor’s 
Chair.
Liu, previously the director of the Center for Power 
Engineering at Virginia Tech, holds appointments 
at ORNL’s energy and transportation science 
division and is a professor in the engineering 
college’s Department of Electrical Engineering and 
Computer Science.
Liu’s work focuses on developing new and better 
ways to monitor and understand the flow of energy 
through the nation’s power grid on a large scale. 
While at Virginia Tech, she led the creation of 
FNET, the North American power grid monitoring 
network, which her group continues to operate.
 She has also researched methods to develop the 
“smart grid,” a term used to describe the next 
generation of electric transmission technology that 
will move energy more efficiently and effectively 
from where it is generated to where it is used.
In her Governor’s Chair position, Liu will have 
the opportunity to further her research by taking 
advantage of the advanced resources and expertise 
available at both UT Knoxville and ORNL. 
The laboratory’s Electric Grid Research and 
Development Program conducts about $20 million 
in research each year.
 Liu has spent her entire postdoctoral career at 
Virginia Tech. She began as an assistant professor 
in the school’s department of electrical engineering 
in 1990, rising to the rank of full professor in 2001. 
Liu earned her master’s degree and doctorate in 
electrical engineering from Ohio State University 
in 1985 and 1989, respectively. She earned her 
bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering from Xian 
Jiaotong University in Xian, China, in 1982.  
In August 2009, Dr. Thomas Zawodzinski was 
named as the Governor’s Chair in Electrical Energy 
Storage. Zawodzinski is the third Governor’s Chair 
in the engineering college and the fifth for the 
university.
Zawodzinski received his Ph.D. in chemistry from 
State University of New York in Buffalo, N.Y. His 
thesis work, under the supervision of Professor 
Robert Osteryoung, dealt with the physical and 
chemical studies of ambient temperature ionic 
liquids.
Zawodzinski is an internationally recognized leader 
in the field of fuel cells, bridging fundamental and 
applied studies to drive innovation in materials and 
cell design. He has also carried out prior work on 
batteries, most notably on transport in materials for 
lithium batteries.
Zawodzinski was previously the F. Alex Nason 
Professor of Engineering, the Ohio Eminent Scholar 
for Fuel Cells and the Director of the Case Advanced 
Power Institute in the Department of Chemical 
Engineering at Case Western Reserve University.
During his tenure at Case, he led a highly successful 
multi-university ARO-funded MURI on “Integrated 
Computational and Experimental Studies of Fuel 
Cell Electrocatalysis” that included participation 
by researchers at Case, the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, the University of Virginia, the 
University of Illinois, Rice University and 
Northeastern University. In 2002, Zawodzinski 
led efforts to build the Wright Fuel Cell Group, 
utilizing a $20 million capital grant to establish a 
university-industry consortium in Ohio. 
Zawodzinski will be based in the Department 
of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering 
Department at UT and in the Physical Chemistry 
of Materials group at ORNL.  From this basis 
Zawodzinski will help to expand and develop multi-
disciplinary programs in electrical energy storage, 
fuel cells and other relevant areas.
Other UT-ORNL Governor’s Chairs include:
• Jeremy Smith, a computational biologist, who 
came to UT Knoxville and ORNL from the 
University of Heidelberg in Germany. He was 
appointed in 2006.
• Alexei Sokolov, a polymer scientist who came to 
UT Knoxville and ORNL from the University of 
Akron. He was also appointed this year.
College of Engineering Welcomes Governor’s Chairs
research labs for sustainable energy research and 
technology development in Dougherty.
“I like to joke that my title should be ‘Associate 
Dean for Facilities’ since that is such a large part 
of my job at this point,” Dunne commented. 
“These are very exciting times for the college, with 
these two major building projects that will literally 
bookend the present ‘engineering campus’ within 
UTK as well as the college’s involvement with the 
JIAM building.”
The Min H. Kao Building is currently scheduled 
for completion in 2011. Dunne hopes to see the 
building occupied by the fall semester of that 
year. Although construction efforts have been 
somewhat hampered by damp weather this year, 
the contractors are planning to make up for any 
lost time later in 2009 with double teams.
The groundbreaking date for the CEE/IIE building 
has been set for Tuesday, December 1, 2009. 
“We are hoping to begin construction on the 
CEE/IIE building in the early summer of 2010,” 
Dunne said. “The building plans are being revised 
to include both of those departments, and we 
are awaiting approval from the State Building 
Commission to move ahead with the design stage 
for this building project. It will be very exciting to 
have two departments in the same facility, and it 
is very important to move IIE out of their current 
location in East Stadium Hall.”
The UT system is presently working to get 
infrastructure in place on the Cherokee Farm 
Campus, and Dunne hopes that construction on 
JIAM will begin shortly afterward by mid–2010.
“The program mission for JIAM has undergone a 
change due to the state’s new support and focus 
on solar energy,” Dunne said. “We’re still trying to 
gather information about that effort, which does 
not yet have final federal approval, before we can 
focus on an approved design for the building.”
Once the final construction is completed on the 
Min H. Kao Building, the CEE/IIE Building and 
JIAM, the college will have over 250,000 new 
square feet of facility space. If the NSF proposal 
is approved, the Dougherty Engineering Building 
will also have upgraded laboratory areas to 
enhance the college’s research mission.
Dunne is looking forward to working with COE 
administrators, faculty and staff to continue the 
college’s progress.
“I’m very pleased to be a part of the College of 
Engineering,” Dunne commented. “Dean Davis 
brought a great strength to the role of Associate 
Dean for Research and Technology when he was 
in this position, and I want to provide that same 
degree of leadership and effectiveness. Dean Davis 
also created a Engineering Research Office that is 
a college-level effort to assist engineering faculty to 
greater research success.  The office was certainly 
an element in the major growth in research 
funding for the college over the last five years. The 
research office is now fully staffed again with three 
capable individuals, and we hope to continue a 
record of helping the faculty of COE to achieve 
greater funding success.”
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Dean’s Desk continued from page 1
Our graduate ranking has now increased from 81st in the nation six years ago to 68th in this year’s 
rankings and 40th among public universities. This graduate ranking is reflective of our 68% increase 
in research funding and 110% increase in the number of Ph.D. students graduated over that same 
time period.  
As Tennessee’s Land Grant Engineering College, we constantly strive to provide a high quality 
education to our students and to ensure that we are providing our state, our nation and the 
world with engineering graduates who can go out and make a difference. Despite the economic 
uncertainties of the times, many of you have been very generous in giving back to the university 
and helping us to move forward on all fronts including endowments, the College Fund for 
Engineering, department funds and buildings, as well as supporting the college with your time 
and suggestions for improvement. 
As former students of the college, and now as engineers, top executives and entrepreneurs 
positioned in every state in the U.S. as well as in many countries around the world, your feedback 
is critical to us.  I have begun traveling extensively to meet you to obtain that feedback. In the 
spring we held events in Austin, Los Angeles, San Jose and Knoxville to bring together alumni, 
donors and other friends of the college. Events scheduled for the remainder of 2009 include 
Orlando, Homecoming (Knoxville), Atlanta and Memphis (see page 13 for more details). If 
you would like to join us at one of the upcoming events, please take a minute to fill out the 
enclosed envelope included with this newsletter to provide us with your comments and to let us 
know about your accomplishments. There is room in that envelope for a check, too, and your 
contribution is greatly appreciated and judiciously used.
We thank each of you for your encouragement, support and involvement. We are committed 
to providing a truly extraordinary education to our engineering students and to advancing 
knowledge in the multiple fields of engineering. Together, we can ensure that our graduates will 
have an even greater impact in improving the world in which we live.  
Sincerely,
Wayne Davis
Dean of Engineering
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 New Faculty Join COE
Dr. Paul Dalhaimer has 
joined the Department of 
Chemical and Biomolecular 
Engineering (CBE) as 
an assistant professor. 
Dalhaimer received his 
Ph.D. in chemical and 
biomolecular engineering 
at the University of 
Pennsylvania and was 
recently a postdoctoral Fellow in molecular, cellular 
and developmental biology at Yale University.
Dr. Thomas Attard is a 
new assistant professor 
in the Department of 
Civil and Environmental 
Engineering (CEE). Attard 
received his Ph.D. in 
civil and environmental 
engineering from 
Arizona State University. 
He was previously an 
assistant professor in the Department of Civil 
and Geomatics Engineering at California State 
University in Fresno, Calif.
The Department of 
Electrical Engineering and 
Computer Science (EECS) 
welcomes several new faculty 
members. Dr. Charles 
Qing Cao has joined EECS 
as an assistant professor. 
Cao received his Ph.D. in 
computer science from the 
University of Illinois in 
2008. During the period of 2008-2009, he worked 
as a postdoctoral researcher in the University 
of Illinois. Cao was a recipient of the Vodafone 
Fellowship during his Ph.D. studies. 
It wasn’t too long ago 
that Dr. Zhili Zhang, 
assistant professor in 
the Department of 
Mechanical, Aerospace 
and Biomedical 
Engineering (MABE), 
was at his father’s 
side as the older man 
worked on China’s 
railway system. The 
time spent at his 
father’s job piqued young Zhang’s interest in 
engineering.
“I would sit by the tracks and count how much 
cargo a train could take in a few hours,” Zhang 
said. “That experience led me to mechanical 
engineering.”
Zhang received his bachelor’s in mechanical 
engineering from Tsinghua University in 2000. He 
continued his education at Princeton University 
where he received both a master’s in 2006 as 
well as a doctorate in 2008 with both degrees 
concentrating on aerodynamic measurement 
technology.
“The major different between the university 
experience in China and United States is the 
academic network,” Zhang explained. “In China, 
I did not have many opportunities to speak with 
the people who conduct cutting edge research or to 
attend academic seminars and conferences.”
Shortly after graduating from Princeton, Zhang 
accepted a faculty position in the MABE 
Department at UT where his research areas 
include fluid mechanics, aerodynamics, optics and 
lasers.
“MABE puts a lot of emphasis on and effort 
into building a leading aerospace engineering 
program in the United States,” he said. “I want to 
contribute to that effort.”
Zhang’s current area of research concerns laser 
diagnostics. He uses lasers to measure different 
fluid phenomena, and the latest experiments 
measure the boundary layer properties around 
hypersonic vehicles. Hypersonic traditionally 
indicates a speed of mach five, or five times faster 
than the speed of sound, but Zhang works with 
speeds up to mach ten, when boundaries are more 
likely to form. 
“The great friction of the air around those high 
speed vehicles creates a thin layer in which some 
gases are ionized,” Zhang commented. “This causes 
the usual reentry blackout. The project measures 
how fast the layer can be generated and how long it 
will last. With accurate measurement, the research 
will help make hypersonic flight more plausible.”
Conducting research is but one facet of Zhang’s 
faculty position: teaching is another.
“Teaching is one of my favorite parts of being a 
faculty member,” he said. “Every time I enter the 
classroom, I see students who are enthusiastic and 
eager for new knowledge.
“I emphasize the basic principles and physical 
insights of engineering,” Zhang continued. “The 
basic knowledge is the building block for any 
student, and without the understanding of those 
physics, students would forget what they have 
learned.”
“I spend time with beginning students helping 
them to identify research problems and sharing my 
experiences,” he added. “As they progress, I leave 
open research problems and give them freedom to 
explore the field. I feel that I can help them learn, 
and they will in turn help the world.”
Zhang’s upcoming research thrust will provide even 
further insight into the reality of hypersonic flight. 
“My next project examines the jet in the supersonic 
boundary layer,” he explained. “It will help our 
understanding of fuel injection in combustion to 
enhance fuel-air mixing, film cooling to protect 
turbine blades or combustion liner and flow 
control to manipulate missile motion or reduce 
aero-optical distortion, amongst other goals.”
Zhang is married to Meng Zhao, and they have 
a two-year-old son, Daniel. When not in the lab 
or classroom, Zhang can be found jogging on the 
Third Creek Greenway in Tyson Park near campus. 
“It’s definitely worth trying for everybody—the 
surroundings are beautiful,” he said.
NASA tested hypersonic vehicles in 2004, and 
many research questions remain open today. 
Zhang’s research could help the process of building 
hypersonic vehicles.
“I hope I can take a real hypersonic flight 
sometime in my life,” Zhang concluded.
EECS Professor Publishes 
International Engineering 
Textbook
Dr. David J. Icove, an 
adjunct professor in 
the Department of 
Electrical Engineering 
and Computer Science 
(EECS), is the co-
author, along with 
John D. DeHaan, 
of Forensic Fire Scene 
Reconstruction, 2nd 
edition. The book is the leading international 
engineering textbook on the application of 
science to the forensic reconstruction of fire 
scenes. Icove and DeHaan are two of the most 
experienced fire scientists in the U.S. 
MABE’s Boulet Named Faculty 
Senate President 
Dr. Toby Boulet, an 
associate professor in 
the Department of 
Mechanical, Aerospace 
and Biomedical 
Engineering (MABE) 
was named president 
of the University of 
Tennessee Faculty 
Senate on July 1, 2009. 
The governing body is directly involved with 
issues affecting faculty such as budget and 
tenure. Boulet has served three terms on the 
Faculty Senate and has been involved with 
the Budget Committee, the Faculty Affairs 
Committee, the Faculty Appeals Committee 
and the Executive Council.
Dr. Jeremy Holleman is also 
a new assistant professor in 
the EECS department. He 
received a Ph.D. in electrical 
engineering from the 
University of Washington. 
Holleman has previously 
worked for Data I/O and 
National Semiconductor. 
Dr. Fred Wang, a new 
professor in the EECS 
department, was awarded 
his Ph.D. from the 
University of Southern 
California in Los Angeles, 
Calif. Wang was formerly 
an associate professor in 
the Bradley Department of 
Electrical and Computer 
Engineering at Virginia Tech. He was also 
the technical director of the Center for Power 
Electronics Systems (CPES) at Virginia Tech.
Dr. Jeff Reinbolt has 
joined the Department of 
Mechanical, Aerospace and 
Biomedical Engineering 
(MABE) as an assistant 
professor.  He received 
a Ph.D. in mechanical 
engineering from the 
University of Florida.  Prior 
to coming to the University 
of Tennessee, Reinbolt was an Engineering 
Research Associate at Stanford University at the 
Center for Physics-Based Simulation of Biological 
Structures, which is one of seven National Centers 
for Biomedical Computation supported by 
the National Institutes of Health Roadmap for 
Bioinformatics and Computational Biology.
Penumadu’s multidisciplinary research has resulted 
in numerous grants and contracts, including a $1.9 
million project for the National Science Foundation 
that is scheduled to run through 2013, and he is 
currently the Principal Investigator for research 
activities funded by the Office of Naval Research, 
the SNS, General Motors and the UTK-ORNL Joint 
Institute of Neutron Sciences (JINS) Fellowship 
Program.
Penumadu assumes the leadership of the CEE 
department during a time of exciting new 
opportunities and challenges. Groundbreaking is 
scheduled for December 1, 2009 on a new Civil 
and Environmental Engineering/Industrial and 
Information Building that will be constructed 
on Neyland Drive behind Pasqua Hall, and the 
department will be moving personnel, offices and 
laboratories to the new facility within the next two 
to three years.
Penumadu currently holds the Joint Institute for 
Advanced Materials (JIAM) Chair of Excellence. He 
is also currently serving as the Principal Investigator 
for A Beam Line Proposal at Oak Ridge’s Spallation 
Neutron Source (SNS) to establish A Neutron 
Imaging Facility - VENUS for which a beam 
port allocation was obtained successfully from 
the Neutron Scattering Science Advisory Council 
(NSSAC) of SNS in November of 2008.
He is the recipient of numerous teaching and 
research awards including the Research Faculty 
Award in 2002, the Outstanding Teacher Award in 
2003 and the Scholar Faculty Award in 2006, all 
from the UT CEE department; the Moses E. and 
Mayme Brooks Distinguished Professor Award from 
the College of Engineering (COE) in 2006; and he 
was named as a COE Research Fellow for 2003-2004 
and 2004-2005.
Dr. Dayakar Penumadu, 
who has been serving as the 
interim head of the University 
of Tennessee Department 
of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering (CEE) since 
2007, has been named as 
permanent head and Fred M. 
Peebles Professor, effective 
immediately.
Penumadu received his Bachelor of Science degree 
from the Birla Institute of Technology and Science 
in Pilani, India; two Master of Science degrees, one 
from the University of Kentucky and the other from 
Purdue University; and his Ph.D. from the Georgia 
Institute of Technology, all in civil engineering.
Penumadu joined the College of Engineering faculty 
in 2001. He was previously an associate professor at 
Clarkson University in Potsdam, N.Y. 
Dr. David Icove
Dr. Dayakar Penumadu
Dr. Toby Boulet
Dr. Paul Dalhaimer
Dr. Thomas Attard
Dr. Charles Qing Cao
Dr. Jeremy Holleman
Dr. Fred Wang
Dr. Jeff Reinbolt
Penumadu Named as CEE Department HeadDr. Zhili Zhang, Department of Mechanical, Aerospace and Biomedical Engineering
Jialin Zhang (left) and Dr. Zhili Zhang (right)
Dr. Zhili Zhang
Story by L. Ashley Susong
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The Great Smoky Mountains National Park is one 
of East Tennessee’s most beloved natural treasures. 
Dr. John  Schwartz, an associate professor in 
the Department of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering, is making sure that the park’s 
ecosystem remains healthy in order to ensure that 
visitors for generations to come can enjoy the 
incredible beauty of the Smokies.
One of Schwartz’s primary programs is to monitor 
the effects of acid deposition on water quality. 
The acid comes primarily from coal-powered 
plants and automobile emissions to the west of 
the park. Schwartz and his team of researchers, (in 
conjunction with nature conservation group Trout 
Unlimited) monitor streams in the park every 
two months. They also monitor rainwater, stream 
and soil water at Noland Divide, a long-term 
research station near Clingman’s Dome. Water 
samples are analyzed for chemical parameters 
in the department’s Water Quality Laboratory. 
The Noland Divide Research Station provides a 
unique area to analyze collected samples because 
monitoring has occurred since 1991.
“We’ve also received additional funding from the 
Environmental Protection Agency to study the 
impact of acid on both water quality and fish,” 
It’s only natural that Jamie Coble chose to attend 
the University of Tennessee—her grandparents 
met while at UT and married the day after her 
grandmother’s graduation. Coble’s decision to 
enroll in the College of Engineering (COE) may 
have come as no surprise, but her involvement 
in the multidisciplinary Reliability and 
Maintainability Engineering (RME) program 
makes her something of a trendsetter. Coble is 
the first recipient of a master’s degree from RME 
and is currently pursuing her Ph.D. in nuclear 
engineering.
A joint effort from the COE and the Department 
of Statistics, Operations and Management Science 
in the College of Business Administration, RME 
focuses on the use of management systems, 
analysis techniques and advanced condition-based 
and preventive technologies to identify, manage 
and eliminate failures leading to losses in system 
function. Originally a graduate certificate program 
formed in conjunction with the Reliability and 
Maintainability Center (RMC) over a decade 
ago, RME expanded to meet industry demand 
by offering a master’s degree during the 2007 – 
2008 academic year. Students choose between 
concentrations in chemical engineering, electrical 
and computer engineering, industrial engineering, 
mechanical engineering or nuclear engineering, 
and the program operates in close conjunction 
with the RMC.
When she came to UT, she wasn’t certain of what 
type of engineering she wanted to pursue.
“Luckily for me, Dr. Lee Dodds, head of the 
Department of Nuclear Engineering, is very good 
at selling the nuclear program,” Coble said.
CEE Professor Works to Protect the EnvironmentThe Path Least Taken: Reliability and Maintainability Ph.D. Student Jamie Coble
RMC graduate Jamie Coble
Dr. John Schwartz preparing to measure stream discharge and 
sample water in Beaver Creek, Knox County Tennessee.
Graduate students Brantley Thames, Frank Dworak, and Kelly Williams prepare to conduct research on stream channel bank erosion in Stock Creek, Bount County, Tennessee.Coble works with Dr. Wes Hines (right), director of the RMS program
Brantley Thames graduate student measuring stream velocities 
along a cross-section in Beaver Creek.
Schwartz said. “Native brook trout has expired 
in six high-elevation park watersheds, and the 
park staff believe it is primarily due to stream 
acidification.” 
Schwartz and his team are working in cooperation 
with Dr. Charles Driscoll from Cornell University 
to develop a biogeochemical watershed model to 
look at projected future air quality conditions and 
to estimate how long it will take for the streams to 
recover for brook trout to survive.
In addition to his work in the park, Schwartz, 
along with several doctorate students, are also 
studying the problem of excessive sediment 
in streams—an issue related to watershed land 
use practices and channel erosion. They are 
attempting to find  innovative engineering 
solutions for stream restoration. The group has 
received funding for stream sediment-related 
research from the U.S. Geological Survey, the 
Tennessee Department of Environment and 
Conservation, the Office of Surface Mining in 
the U.S. Department of the Interior and the 
Tennessee Stream Migration Program.
“One of the remaining key questions is how much 
sediment in streams is bad for aquatic biota,” 
Schwartz commented. “We’re using a methodology 
to analyze in-stream sediment to determine 
biological impairment in a very quantifiable 
way. We’re coordinating this research with the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture’s National 
Sedimentation Laboratory, and recently completed 
a project in the Dakotas for the US EPA.
Schwartz and his group are using Beaver Creek 
in Knox County as a test site for the study of 
sediment issues. 
“Beaver Creek has become an area of concern due 
to urbanization and rapid development,” Schwartz 
added. “We’re working with the Tennessee Water 
Resources Research Center on the restoration 
project in the Halls area of Knox County right 
now.” 
Overall, Schwartz hopes that his research 
will foster a greater understanding of how to 
mitigate damages to streams from water quality 
degradation, land use and hydrology changes, 
channel erosion and excessive instream sediment.  
“We’ve received a great deal of support for our 
work. I’m hoping that we can continue to research 
ways to improve our environmental resources,” 
Schwartz said.
Coble received her bachelor’s degrees from UT in 
May 2005 in nuclear engineering and mathematics 
with a minor in engineering communications and 
performance. 
Coble began working with Dr. Wes Hines, 
professor of nuclear engineering and director of 
RME, shortly after beginning her graduate studies 
in the fall of 2005. Hines’ research areas include 
online monitoring for fault detection, diagnostics 
and prognostics. The pair has been working 
together for nearly four years.
“I trust Jamie to give lectures and presentations 
when I’m unavailable,” Hines said. “She’s always 
willing to help, even with projects that don’t 
necessarily concern her research.”
Coble’s master’s research included various 
projects, including sensor calibration interval 
extension studies for the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, electronic prognostics for the 
Joint Strike Fighter, safeguards monitoring and 
prognostic method development. Her doctoral 
research focuses on identifying optimal prognostic 
parameters from data in an automated way.
“A great deal of the work I do, and the field of 
prognostics in general, is based in traditional 
reliability analysis, so the RME program was a 
natural fit for me,” Coble explained. “The courses 
I took to complete the degree have helped me 
understand the background of and the need for 
accurate and timely prognostic estimates.”
Coble has not spent all her time at UT conducting 
research. For four years, she worked with Dr. 
Bob Kronick, professor in UT’s College of 
Education, Health and Human Sciences, to 
promote full service school programs at low-
income schools in Knoxville. She coordinated 
an after school program at Sarah Moore Green 
Magnet Technology Academy from 2005 – 2008. 
That program provided approximately 25 students 
in grades 3–5 with tutoring and homework help 
along with enrichment activities with the help of 
nearly 50 UT volunteers.
“Working with Dr. Kronick has certainly been one 
of the most rewarding parts of my college career,” 
Coble added.
Coble aims to continue her research after leaving 
UT, most likely at a national lab. Pacific Northwest 
National Lab, Idaho National Lab and NASA-
Ames all conduct monitoring, diagnostics and 
prognostics research and therefore are possible 
future employers for Coble. Publishing work 
at conferences and in scholarly journals is an 
important facet of working at a national lab, 
and Coble already has a head start: her research 
has been published extensively with fourteen 
publications to date with additional articles 
pending.
“Eventually, I would like to return to academia 
to teach,” Coble said. She instructed a summer 
course in prognostics at UT to gain teaching 
experience and gauge her aptitude for the process.
The application of reliability and maintainability 
engineering burgeons across many sectors of 
industry, from private production to research all 
the way to government-funded military and energy 
applications. 
“The skills and knowledge learned through 
the MS program, or even the shorter graduate 
certificate program, can easily be applied across 
the board,” Coble concluded. “Companies 
are looking to implement reliability and 
maintainability practices in order to lower costs, 
reduce risk and improve returns. I think that 
training in this area will open many possibilities 
for work opportunities.”
Story by L. Ashley Susong Story by Kim Cowart
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The old adage “some 
people don’t know 
when to quit” certainly 
applies to Ron Turner 
(BS/AE ’68). The 
former chairman, 
president and CEO of 
Ceridian Corporation 
isn’t ready to sit in a 
rocking chair during 
his retirement—he is 
currently an active 
pilot with his jet in a charter service located in 
Jacksonville, Fla. Turner shares flying duties 
with three other pilots.
Turner grew up the son of a Lauderdale County 
farmer in rural West Tennessee. His mother was 
the deputy court clerk. The road from Ripley, 
Tenn. to the University of Tennessee-Knoxville 
was a long one in the days before interstate 
travel, but Turner was determined to attend the 
university because of its successful engineering 
programs.
“I was always interested in aviation,” Turner 
said. “I was one of the first three graduates of 
the aerospace engineering program under Dr. 
Mancil Milligan.”
During Turner’s sophomore year, he received 
an Air Force ROTC scholarship. He eventually 
became the unit’s Wing Commander. After 
graduating with his bachelor’s degree in 1968, 
he was commissioned in the U.S. Air Force and 
served for over five years in the USAF Systems 
Command, where he was involved in fighter 
aircraft flight testing. He also managed the 
development of the laser-guided missile and the 
guidance concept that has evolved into what 
is now known as the global positioning system 
(GPS).
Since 2004, the College of 
Engineering has been conferring 
diplomas during smaller, more 
individualized graduation events.  
The College of Engineering Spring 
2009 graduation ceremony took 
place on Wednesday, May 6, with 
over 225 engineering graduates 
participating in the ceremony. 
A group of approximately 2,000 
parents, friends and relatives 
attended the event, which took place 
in Thompson-Boling Arena on the 
UT-Knoxville campus at 11:30 a.m.
Dr. Wayne Davis, dean of 
engineering, led the academic 
procession that signaled the 
It’s no secret that an education 
from UT’s College of Engineering 
will help prepare students for the 
world, and Wendell Mansel can 
attest to that. Before coming to 
UT, Mansel held two bachelor’s 
degrees in mechanical engineering 
and environmental sciences as well 
as a master’s degree in petroleum 
engineering. As an Engineering 
Duty Officer in the U.S. Navy 
Reserves (Commander, O-5), he was 
also employed at the Department 
of Energy (DOE) in Oak Ridge. It 
was during that time he pursued a 
master’s in industrial engineering    
at UT.
After graduating from UT in 2003, 
Mansel continued his education at 
the U.S. Naval War College. His 
two-year program concentrated 
on Strategy and Policy, National 
Decision Making Process and Joint 
Maritime Operations; two weeks 
after finishing the program, Mansel 
was deployed to Afghanistan.
“I never knew that life would happen 
like this,” Mansel began, “but when I 
had the chance to serve my country, 
I said yes.”
Mansel was the Navy’s Chief 
Engineer for the U.S. Army’s Afghan 
Regional Security Integration 
Command—South (ARSIC-S) in 
Kandahar. This effort covered 
seven provinces and required over 
6,000 miles of travel. The goal of 
ARSIC-S Engineering was to build 
and refurbish 68 Forward Operating 
Bases (FOBs), 25 checkpoints, four 
schools, four courthouses and two 
prisons, all for the U.S. Coalition 
and Afghan National Army/Police 
Forces.
“We had to build force protection 
walls, guard houses, drill water wells, 
set up leach fields and septic systems, 
along with communication systems 
for each FOB,” Mansel said. “All of 
this was done under extreme weather 
(up to 143ºF in the summer) and 
dangerous combat conditions.
“Many of the courses I took at UT 
dealt with project and program 
management along with acquisition 
management,” he said. “Those 
courses helped considerably as the 
Navy’s Chief Engineer in southern 
Afghanistan.”
Mansel received a Bronze Star Medal 
and two Combat Action Ribbons 
while in Afghanistan. He has since 
returned, working at the DOE 
Headquarters in Washington, D.C.
“My advice for all students is to 
look around and see what needs 
to be ‘fixed’ and make an effort to 
accomplish that task,” Mansel said. 
“Make sure you attain that degree 
and strive for a higher one, along 
with any additional certifications—
you have to make yourself marketable 
because no one else will.”
“My role as the Chief Engineer with 
ARSIC-S was the most challenging 
and gratifying experience of my 
engineering and military career,” 
Mansel concluded. “I utilized the 
skills and management techniques 
attained at UT and was able to 
complete projects and see the results 
put them to good use.”
UT Engineer Heeds Call of Duty: Wendell Mansel Flying High — Ron Turner
Wendell Mansel
Wendell Mansel in Afghanistan
Engineering Students Celebrate the 2009 Spring Commencement
COE Astronaut Visits UT Campus
 Engineering Students celebrate the 2009 Spring Commencement
A happy engineering graduate
Ron Turner
COE Commencement Speaker Kim Greene (left), Chancellor Jimmy Cheek (center) and COE Dean Wayne 
Davis (right) in the Commencement Procession that opens the ceremony.
beginning of the ceremony. The 
procession included UT’s chancellor, 
provost and vice chancellor, associate 
dean, department heads and faculty 
representatives.
Ms. Kimberly Scheibe Greene, Chief 
Financial Officer, Chief Risk Officer 
and Vice President of Financial 
Services for the Tennessee Valley 
Authority was the commencement 
speaker. A native of Knoxville, 
Greene received her bachelor of 
science degree in engineering science 
from the University of Tennessee.  In 
her address, Greene outlined lessons 
that she had learned from her own 
career path and advised students 
to be flexible, realize everything 
happens for a reason, keep a 
positive attitude, take advantage of 
opportunities and keep a check on 
their moral compass.
The college’s top students were also 
recognized: Christopher Patrick 
Boyd, electrical engineering; Kevin 
Lee McHale, industrial engineering; 
Seth Hunter Pierson, mechanical 
engineering; and Lisa Dawn Zachary, 
mechanical engineering.
The event featured a military 
ceremony, where Lt. Colonel 
Michael S. Angle, a professor of 
aerospace studies at UT, officially 
commissioned four COE graduates 
into the U.S. Air Force. The new 
second lieutenants are James Edward 
Bevins, Heather Michele Higgins, 
Richard Douglas Shepherd and 
Jason Robert Stickney.
Turner continued his education, receiving a 
master’s degree in aerospace engineering from 
the University of Florida in 1971 and a master’s 
in management from the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology (MIT) in 1977, where he also was 
named as a Sloan Fellow, a select leadership 
program for business executives.
In 1973, Turner accepted a position with Martin 
Marietta Corporation. He stayed with the 
company for over 14 years. He held numerous 
positions, including head of corporate strategic 
planning, president of a commercial division, 
general manager of the Electronic Systems 
Division and vice-president of Tactical Interdiction 
Systems in the Orlando Aerospace Division. 
He managed numerous development and 
manufacturing programs in the missile, guidance, 
communications and electronics disciplines. 
He was also in charge of the development and 
deployment of the Pershing II nuclear ballistic 
missile system.
From his association with the university, Turner 
knew the importance and capabilities of the Oak 
Ridge Complex and he led Martin Marietta’s 
decision to move to East Tennessee.
“When Union Carbide opted out as lead 
contractor for the Department of Energy’s Oak 
Ridge complex, I initiated the proposal activities 
that brought the Martin Marietta to Tennessee,” 
Turner commented.
Turner accepted the position of President 
and Chief Executive Officer with General 
Electric Company-Marconi Electronic Systems 
Corporations, a company based in the United 
Kingdom, in 1987. After six years with GEC, he 
moved on to the Ceridian Corporation, an S&P 
500 company (formerly known as Control Data 
Corporation). Turner retired from his role as 
chairman, president and CEO in late 2006. 
Turner has served on numerous corporate 
boards. He has also been a member of the 
Business Roundtable, chairman of the 
Government Electronics and Information 
Technology Association and chairman of the 
Electronics Industries Alliance (EIA) that 
represented over 2,000 of the world’s electronics 
corporations with a combined value of almost 
one trillion dollars in revenue.
Turner is also a member of the UT 
Development Council and currently serves as 
the co-chair of the College of Engineering’s 
Campaign Executive Committee, part of the 
university’s Campaign for Tennessee.
“I am absolutely loyal to UT,” Turner said. “I’m 
very impressed by the size of our alumni base 
and the support that is shown to the university. 
I had a great career, but now that I am retired, 
I’m glad that I have more time to support UT 
and the College of Engineering. The college 
is a national resource, especially in the energy 
and environmental disciplines, and it is getting 
stronger every year!”
Turner has recently designated a $1 million 
gift for the college from his personal estate. He 
also designated an equal amount for athletic 
scholarships.
“We are thrilled with the outstanding support 
that Ron has shown for the college and the 
university,” said Dorothy Bryson, the COE’s 
Interim Senior Development Director. “He is an 
inspiration to all of our alumni.”
Turner lives in Wayzata, Minn. with his wife, 
Catherine. The Turners have four children.
COE Dean Wayne Davis (left) welcomes Colonel Hank Hartsfield (right) to the College of Engineering
Colonel Hank Hartsfield Jr., who received his M.S. degree from the UT Space 
Institute, visited the university on Tuesday, September 15, 2009. Hartfield is 
a former NASA astronaut and U.S. Air Force Pilot. Hartsfield served as pilot 
of the fourth and final test flight of the Columbia space shuttle, and in 1984 
he was the commander of the initial voyage of Discovery and commanded the 
Challenger on the German D-1 Spacelab Mission. Hartsfield was a keynote 
speaker at the “Career Success for Engineers Kick-Off” coordinated by UT 
Career Services and co-sponsored by UT Alumni Affairs.
Story by L. Ashley Susong
Story by Kim Cowart
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Leonard Garfield Penland (BS/ME ’32) died 
August 15, 2009. He lived in Waynesboro, 
N.C.
Roger Scott “Andy” Anderson (BS/ME ‘ 40) 
died May 30, 2009. He lived in John’s Creek, 
Ga.
Col. Henry deLeon Southerland Jr. (BS/CE 
’41) died April 26, 2009. He lived in Mountain 
Brook, Ala.
Ed D. Hudson (BS/EE ’43) died July 21, 2009. 
He lived in Oak Ridge, Tenn.
William W. Rymer (BS/ChE ’43) died June 2, 
2009. He lived in Providence, R.I. 
Vernon Hunter Baker (BS/EE ’44, BS/
AgE ’48) died July 11, 2009. He lived in 
Blacksburg, Va.
Hershel Boyd Scandlyn (BS/EE ’47) died 
March 31, 2009. He lived in Rockwood, Tenn. 
John Alfred Martin (BS/EE ’48) died June 15, 
2009. He lived in Knoxville, Tenn. 
Frank E. Vaccaro (BS/EE ’48) died June 14, 
2009. He lived in Hillsborough, N.J.
Roger Walden (BS/ME ’48) died March 7, 
2009. He lived in Jacksonville, Fla.
Philip L. Bentley Sr. (BS/CE ’50) died 
September 22, 2008. He lived in Birmingham, 
Ala. 
Edward “Earl” Dunn (BS/Eph ’50) died June 
11, 2009. He lived in Knoxville, Tenn.
Randall W. Littrell (BS/EE ’50) died April 23, 
2009. He lived in Birmingham, Ala. 
Wilbur Jones Page (BS/ES ’50) died June 3, 
2009. He lived in Yanceyville, N.C.
Charles Lawson Greer Sr. (BS/EE ’51) died 
May 23, 2009. He lived in Huntsville, Ala. 
William Earl Vaughn (BS/CE ’53) died 
February 3, 2009. He lived in Madisonville, Ky. 
Rev. Robert “Bob” L. Carroll (BS/ME ’55) 
died August 3, 2009. He lived in LaFollette, 
Tenn.
Joseph John Garity (BS/EE ’55) died June 22, 
2009. He lived in Chelsea, Ala.
Louis Phillip Stuart (BS/EE ’58) died January 
5, 2009. He lived in Stanton, Tenn.
Clarence Ronald Simpkins (BS/ChE ’59) died 
July 8, 2008. He lived in Austin, Texas.
Edward J. Rutter Jr. (BS/EE ’60) died April 26, 
2009. He lived in Glen Burnie, Md.
Dr. Wayne Haggard Mitchell (BS/CE ’61) died 
April 15, 2009. He lived in Knoxville, Tenn. 
He also held a DDS from UT-Memphis.
William E. “Bill” Wiren Jr. (BS/EE ’61) died 
July 10, 2009. He lived in Fairfield Glade, 
Tenn. 
Joe Downie Huggins (BS/CE ’68) died May 10, 
2009. He lived in Lenoir City, Tenn. 
Gary E. Willis (BS/IE ’70) died August 16, 
2009. He lived in Moneta, Va. 
Thomas Randy McLeod (BS/NE ’78) died 
June 25, 2009. He lived in Athens, Tenn. 
Christopher “Chris” Winsor (BS/Eph ’79) 
died March 23, 2009. He lived in Clinton, 
Tenn.
William Ronald “Ronnie” Hoover (BS/CE 
’81) died June 20, 2009. He lived in Knoxville, 
Tenn. 
James “Jim” Leonard Stinnett Jr., (BS/CE ’82) 
died August 8, 2009. He lived in Louisville, 
Tenn. 
William Edgar Sallee Jr. (BS/EE ’86) died May 
19, 2009. He lived in Lenoir City, Tenn.
Michele Kimberly Mitchell (BS/IE ’90) died 
July 29, 2009. She lived in Greenwood, Ind.
Kevin Fallin, P.E., (BS/ME 
’93) was named Region II 
director and regional chair 
of the American Society of 
Heating, Refrigerating and 
Air-Conditioning Engineers 
(ASHRAE) at its 2009 
Annual Conference held in 
Louisville, Ky. from June 20 – 
24, 2009. Fallin is director of 
technical operations at E.K. Fox and Associates of 
Fairfax, Va. Fallin’s past service includes chair of 
the Membership Promotion Committee, assistant 
regional chair Region III and president of the 
National Capital Chapter.
William Witcher, P.E., (BS/
CE ’04) attained Professional 
Licensure as an Engineer 
in Tennessee on in July 
2009. Witcher is a design 
engineer for Thompson & 
Litton in Bristol, Tenn. He 
is a member and current 
President of the American 
Society of Civil Engineers-
Holston Branch. Witcher is also a member of 
the East Tennessee Engineering Association 
Council (ETEAC) and the ETEAC Scholarship 
Committee.
Duff Zimmerman (BS/
CE ‘82) was inducted as 
President of the Steel 
Erectors Association of 
America (SEAA) in April 
2009. He is the operations 
manager with Cooper 
Steel in Shelbyville, Tenn. 
Zimmerman also serves 
on the SEAA Safety & 
Education Committee. In addition, he holds 
a seat on the American Institute of Steel 
Construction (AISC) Safety Committee
College Contributors:              
John W. Fisher, 1915 – 2009
John W. Fisher (BS/
Business Administration ’38), 
a major contributor to and 
supporter of the University 
of Tennessee, died June 28, 
2009. He lived in Muncie, 
Ind. 
Fisher was born on July 
15, 1915 in Walland, 
Tenn. He received an 
MBA from the Harvard Graduate School of 
Business Administration in 1942. He received 
Honorary Doctor of Law degrees from Ball State 
University, Butler University, DePauw University 
and Indiana University. 
Fisher was an astute businessman who dedicated 
his life to serving the greater civic good. He 
climbed the ladder at Ball Corporation; 
beginning as a trainee in 1942, Fisher eventually 
served as president, chief executive officer, 
chairman of the board, honorary director and 
retired chairman before fully retiring in 1992. 
Fisher created the Fisher Family Development 
Fund and Fisher Faculty Endowment for the 
College of Engineering. He also provided 
significant financial support to the College of 
Business Administration and the UT Athletics 
Department.
On Friday, September 11 and 
Saturday, September 12, 2009, the 
College of Engineering hosted the 
first ever reunion of Nathan W. 
Dougherty Award Recipients. The 
reunion included a walking tour 
of the college and a celebration 
dinner at Club LeConte on Friday. 
On Saturday, Chancellor Jimmy 
Cheek played host to the recipients 
at the UCLA–Tennessee football 
game, where they received an on-
field recognition between the first 
and second half. The Nathan W. 
Dougherty Award, the COE’s highest 
honor, named in honor of UT 
football legend and Dean Emeritus, 
Nathan W. Dougherty, has been 
presented since 1957 in recognition 
of engineers who have brought honor 
and distinction to the college through 
their achievements and who have 
made significant contributions to the 
engineering profession in Tennessee 
through their professional activities. 
The recipients, however, had never 
been invited back to campus as a 
group before this event.
Dougherty Award recipients who 
attended the reunion included Dr. 
Everett Bloom, retired director of the 
Metals and Ceramics Division at Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory; Donald 
Borst, retired president & CEO of 
Millennium Inorganic Chemicals; 
Dr. Don Brock, chairman & CEO 
of Astec Industries Inc; Howard 
Chambers, vice president and general 
manager of The Boeing Company; 
Nancy Cole, president of NCC 
Engineering; Joe Cook, principal 
and co-founder of Mountain Group 
Capital, LLC; Ron Green, chairman 
of Advatech, LLC; Robert Hart, 
retired president of the Tennessee 
Eastman Company; Chad Holliday, 
chairman of DuPont; Raja  Jubran, 
CEO of Denark Construction Inc; 
Dr. Ronald Nutt, CEO of Advanced 
Biomarker Technologies; Richard Ray, 
retired Tennessee Operations Manager 
of ALCOA; Dr. Charles Scott, retired 
director of the Bioprocessing Research 
& Development Center at Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory; and Dr. 
William Snyder, Chancellor Emeritus 
at the University of Tennessee, 
Knoxville. Also in attendence was 
Kaye Stoneking, representing her 
late husband, former dean of the 
College of Engineering and 2002 
Dougherty Award recipient, Dr. Jerry 
E. Stoneking.
Front row (left to right): Dick Ray, Robert Hart, Ron Green, Don Borst, Ron Nutt, Raja Jubran, Joe Cook, Nancy Cole and Don Brock. Middle Row (left to right): Everett Bloom, Howard Chambers, Chuck Scott and Chad 
Holliday. Back Row (left to right): Bill Snyder and Sam Dougherty (not a recipient, Dougherty is the grandson of Nathan W. Dougherty).
1957 – Thomas Hampton Allen 
1958 – James Charles White  
1959 – Harry Alfred Curtis 
1960 – Harry Northrop Howe 
1961 – Campbell Allen Harlan 
1962 – Robert Clayton Matthews
1963 – McGregor Smith 
1964 – John Dickson Harper 
1965 – William Royal Chambers 
1966 – Frank Stephen Riordan
1967 – Lorin Blanchard Allen 
1968 – Alvin M. Weinberg 
1969 – Aubrey J. Wagner 
1970 – James Dorris Barbee 
1972 – Milton Shaw 
1973 – Henry C. Goodrich
1974 – Rinehart S. Bright 
1975 – Edward Monteith Dougherty 
1976 – Charles Hadley Weaver 
1977 – William Albert Fortune 
1978 – Floyd L. Culler, Jr. 
1979 – Jesse Mack Tucker 
1980 – Fred Neal Peebles 
1981 – George Payne Palo 
1982 – Robert Hamilton Nagel 
1983 – William D. Manley
1984 – E. Eugene Stansbury 
1985 – S.T. Harris 
1986 – Robert M. Condra 
1987 – Charles D. Scott
1988 – Donald V. Borst
1989 – Richard E. Ray
1990 – Robert C. Hart
1991 – James L. Howard  
1992 – Rafael C. Gonzalez
1993 – Pietro F. Pasqua 
1994 – James Stiegler
1995 – J. Milton Bailey 
1996 – Ronald F. Green
1997 – Ronald Nutt
1998 – James Donald Brock
1999 – Joseph C. Cook, Jr.
2000 – Charles O. Holliday Jr.
2001 – William T. Snyder
2002 – Jerry E. Stoneking 
2003 – Everett E. Bloom
2004 – Raja J. Jubran
2005 – Mark E. Dean
2006 – Michael C. Crabtree
2007 – Nancy C. Cole
2009 – Howard E. Chambers
The Nathan W. Dougherty Award Recipients
COE Hosts First Nathan W. Dougherty Award Recipients ReunionMemorials
Kevin Fallin
William Witcher
Duff Zimmerman
John W. Fisher
Check out the  
College of Engineering’s 
online newsletter
http://www.engr.utk.edu/tnengr.index.html
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The University of Tennessee College of 
Engineering held its Faculty and Staff Awards 
Dinner on Thursday, April 23, 2009 at the 
Knoxville Convention Center. The event included 
a reception, dinner and awards program.
The Nathan W. Dougherty Award, the college’s 
most prestigious honor, was given to Howard 
Chambers, Vice President and Deputy Program 
Manager, Boeing 787 Commercial Airplane 
Program, The Boeing Company. Mr. Chambers’ 
long and distinguished career includes positions 
as vice president and general manager of Space 
and Intelligence Systems for Boeing’s Integrated 
Defense Systems, Chairman of the Board of 
Boeing Satellite Systems International, Inc., 
Chairman of the Board and CEO of Boring 
Satellite Systems, Inc. and Chairman of the Board 
of Spectrolab, Inc.
Mr. Chambers has a B.S. in mechanical 
engineering with a major in aerospace engineering 
from the University of Tennessee, Knoxville. 
He is the recipient of the Silver Knight of 
Management, Executive of the Year and Gold 
Knight of Management awards from the National 
Management Association. He is an Associate 
Fellow of the American Institute of Aeronautics 
and Astronautics and was the 2002 Amelia Earhart 
Award recipient for mentoring. Mr. Chambers 
is an acting member of the UT College of 
Engineering’s Board of Advisors.
College-wide faculty and staff awards presented at 
the event included:
Outstanding Support Staff Awards (2 recipients): 
Annette Costar, Department of Civil and 
Environmental Engineering, and Judy Evans, 
COE Hosts Inaugural Faculty and Staff Awards Dinner
Department of Electrical Engineering and 
Computer Science;
Outstanding Faculty Advisor: Dr. Brian Edwards, 
Department of Chemical and Biomolecular 
Engineering;
Allen & Hoshall Engineering Faculty Award: 
Dr. Lynne Parker, Department of Electrical 
Engineering and Computer Science;
Moses E. and Mayme Brooks Distinguished 
Professor Award: Dr. Michael Berry, Department 
of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science;
Leon and Nancy Cole Superior Teaching Award: 
Dr. Edwin Burdette, Department of Civil and 
Environmental Engineering;
Charles Edward Ferris Faculty Award: Dr. John 
Schwartz, Department of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering; and
College of Engineering 2009 Teaching Fellow 
Award: Dr. Paul Frymier, Department of 
Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering.
2009 Research Fellows: 
Dr. Brian Edwards, Department of Chemical and 
Biomolecular Engineering;
Dr. Baoshan Huang, Department of Civil and 
Environmental Engineering;
Dr. Syed Islam, Department of Electrical 
Engineering and Computer Science;
Dr. Veerle Keppens, Department of Materials 
Science and Engineering;
Dr. Fangxing Li, Department of Electrical 
Engineering and Computer Science;
Dr. Lawrence Miller, Department of Nuclear 
Engineering;
Dr. Philip Rack, Department of Materials Science 
and Engineering;
Dr. Arthur Ruggles, Department of Nuclear 
Engineering;
Dr. Rupy Sawhney, Department of Industrial and 
Information Engineering; and
Dr. Jayne Wu, Department of Electrical 
Engineering and Computer Science.
Awards were presented by COE Dean Wayne 
Davis, Associate Dean for Academic and Student 
Affairs Masood Parang and Interim Associate 
Dean for Research and Technology Wes Hines.
The traditional Honors Banquet, normally held in 
the spring semester, was recently replaced by two 
separate events. The Student Scholarship Luncheon, 
which focuses on students and donors, was held on 
Thursday, October 8, 2009. The Faculty and Staff 
Awards Dinner, which highlights faculty and staff 
achievements, is now the college’s primary spring 
special event.
COE College-wide Award Winners: (left to right) Dr. Brian Edwards, Dr. Lynne Parker, Dr. John Schwartz, Dr. 
Michael Berry, Dr. Ed Burdette and Dr. Paul Frymier
Dr. Wayne Davis (left) presents the Dougherty Award to Howard Chambers (right) as Debbie Chambers (center) 
looks on.
Dean Davis Named American 
Society of Engineering Education 
Officer
COE Dean Wayne Davis 
has been elected as the 
Vice-Chair/Chair-Elect of 
the American Society of 
Engineering Education’s 
(ASEE) Engineering Research 
Council (ERC) for 2009-2010. 
Davis will serve a two-year term 
in the post. The ERC provides 
opportunities for discussions 
of issues related to engineering research, works to 
improve the effectiveness of research operations at 
ERC member institutions and helps to establish and 
maintain liaisons with other organizations.
Dr. John Prados Receives National 
Award from ASEE
Dr. John Prados, an emeritus professor in the 
Department of Chemical and Biomolecular 
Engineering, received the Benjamin Garver 
Lamme Award at the 2009 American Society for 
Engineering Education (ASEE) Awards Banquet, 
held June 17 in Austin, Texas. The award was 
established in 1928 to recognize excellence in 
teaching, contributions to research and technical 
literature and achievements that advance the 
profession of engineering college administration. 
Prados has over 50 years of combined service to 
UT, ASEE, the American Board of Engineering 
and Technology and the National Science 
Foundation and has been a leader in engineering 
education reforms and innovations.
COE-Affiliated Individuals Win 
Honors at TSPE/ACEC Meeting
Dr. Greg Reed, UT Associate Vice Chancellor 
for Research and the former head of the COE 
Department of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering, was the recipient of the Tennessee 
Society of Professional Engineers (TSPE) and 
American Council of Engineering Companies 
of Tennessee (ACEC) Fellow award at the 
organization’s annual meeting on Friday, June 19, 
2009. COE alumnus William (Bill) C. Payne, a 
1995 civil engineering graduate, was the recipient 
of the 2009 Tennessee Engineer of the Year Award. 
Payne is the chief city engineer for Chattanooga’s 
Volkswagon plant and also plays a major role in 
planning that city’s development. 
Over 900 COE students, faculty and staff members 
attended the annual College of Engineering 
Welcome-Back cookout, catered by Buddy’s Bar-
B-Q and coordinated by the Office of Professional 
Practice (OPP).
Office of Professional Practice Hosts Welcome-Back Cookout
Students wait in the lunch line at the OPP Cookout
Brad Aldridge, TSPE President, recognizes Dr. Greg 
Reed as a TSPE/ACEC Fellow at the annual meeting.
Bill Payne receives the Tennessee Engineer of the Year 
Award from Kathy Nichols, outgoing president of TSPE.
Dr. Wayne Davis
Dr. John Prados receives the Lamme Award from 
ASEE President Sarah Rajala, Dean of Engineering at 
Mississippi State University.
Those attending received a free barbeque 
luncheon courtesy of cookout sponsors Alcoa, 
Altec, Eastman, Georgia Pacific, Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory, Shaw, Siemens and Southern 
Company as well as giveaways from the OPP.
Story by Kim Cowart
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Campaign for Tennessee
Gifts and Pledges to the 
College of Engineering
Note that many donors give 
to multiple areas of interest at 
UT.  These categories reflect only 
designations to the College of 
Engineering
The College of Engineering wishes to 
acknowledge the four contributors 
to The Campaign for Tennessee who 
wish to remain anonymous. 
$1,000,000 and above
DENSO North America Foundation
Chad and Ann Holliday
Dr. Min-Hwan and Yu-Fan Kao
Eric and Christina Lester
James McConnell (Deceased)
Robbie Nutt
Dr. Ronald and Lynda Nutt
Robert and Jean Sinclair
John and Ann Tickle
Ronald and Catherine Turner
$500,000-999,999
East Tennessee Foundation
Dr. David and Betty Henderson
Imogene Kerr
Nancy Neubert (Deceased)
Charles Postelle, Jr. (Deceased)
Spike Tickle and Lisa Rutherford
John and Leigh Workman
$100,000-499,999
II-VI Foundation
Archus Orthopedics, Inc.
Bledsoe Brace Systems
Blue Water Partners, LLC
Joseph and Judith Cook, Jr.
Michael and Jackie Crabtree
Dennis and Constance Denihan
Dr. Terry and Rosann Douglass
Eastman Chemical Company
Entergy Nuclear, Inc.
ExxonMobil Foundation
Fred M. Roddy Foundation
Ronald and Sally Green
Intel Foundation
Larry and Rita Johnson
Larry and Joy Lacey
Math Works, Inc.
Microsoft Corporation
James and Beverly Milam
Milwaukee Electric Tool Corporation
Bill and Dr. Sylvia Moore
Erby Roy and M. Jean Nankivell
Ruth B. Patton (Deceased)
Rocky Mountain Musculoskeletal  
  Research Laboratory
Terry and Linda Scholes
Betty Shealy (Deceased)
Kenneth and Isabelle Smith
Larry and M. Arlene Smith
J. Michael Stone
Dr. Cecil and Kristine Thomas, Jr.
B. Ray Thompson (Deceased)
Fred Van Zandt
Visteon Corporation
David White
William Wilson (Deceased)
Xilinx Inc.
Zimmer
$25,000-99,999
Agilent Technologies, Inc.
Alcoa Inc.
Altera Corporation
Associated Construction Women
James Ayers, Jr.
B & W Y-12 Technical Services, LLC
Paula Ball
Bechtel Group Foundation
Dr. David and Jacqueline Binkley
Thomas and Rosemary Blose, Jr.
Boeing Company
Virginia Butler
BWXT Y-12, LLC
Dr. Michael and Jane Casey
Catalyst Repository Systems, Inc.
CeramTec North America Corporation
Thomas and Ruth Clark
Columbus McKinnon Corporation
Ella Davis
Dr. Piet Delport
DePuy Orthopaedics, Inc.
Dow Chemical Company Foundation
Janice Ball Fisher
John Fisher (Deceased)
General Electric Foundation
General Motors North America
Geoenergy Enterprises LLC
S. T. Harris (Deceased)
Haynes International, Inc.
Wilton and Andi Hill
Johnson & Johnson Family of 
  Companies
William Johnston (Deceased)
Dr. Eldredge and Lynda Kennedy
W. Dwight and Gloria Kessel
Kimberly-Clark Corporation
Knoxville Utilities Board
Kreissparkasse Esslingen-Nuertingen
Dr. H. Lee and Carla Martin
James and Sandra McKinley
Jeffery and Charlotte Moore
MTS Nano Instruments Innovation 
  Center
Thomas and Betty Neal, Jr.
Dr. David and Julie Offutt
OhioHealth Foundation
David Pelton
Dr. Joan Pierce 
Dr. J. Frank Pierce (Deceased)
James Porter, Jr. and Debbie Grubbe
Pro2Serve Technical Solutions
Rolls-Royce Corporation
Ross Bryan Associates, Inc.
David and Anna Russell
SAIC Environmental Compliance 
  Group
Shaw Industries Group, Inc.
Smith and Nephew, Inc.
Sun Microsystems, Inc.
Synfil Technologies
There are many words that describe 
the powerful effect created by gifts 
to the College of Engineering. Your 
support is a significant resource 
that is increasingly important to our 
financial health.  Annual gifts to 
unrestricted funds provide current 
dollars for immediate priorities.  
Major gifts through endowments and 
building funds provide support that 
promotes transformational progress.  
Bequests and trusts are legacies that 
reach far into the future.
We are profoundly grateful to all who 
give to the College of Engineering.  
Thank you.
Because a donor roll of honor has 
not been produced for several years, 
we are listing all donors through June 
30, 2009 whose commitments are 
part of The Campaign for Tennessee. 
This important campaign began 
January 2005 and continues through 
December 2011 with strategic goals 
for each department and an overall 
dollar goal of $75 million for the 
college.  As we go to press, we have 
secured $44.8 million or 60%.  For 
information about how you can help 
advance Engineering education at 
the University of Tennessee through 
your giving, please contact 
Dorothy Barkley Bryson
Interim Senior Director
The Office of Engineering 
Development
120 Perkins Hall
Knoxville, Tennessee  37996
865-974-2779
engrdev@utk.edu
Erby “Roy” and Jean Nankivell
Attendance was overflowing at the Knoxville alumni 
event hosted by Dr. and Mrs. H. Lee Martin
Dr. H. Lee Martin introduces Dr. Wayne Davis
Endowment Legacy Created by Erby “Roy” and Jean Nankivell
Engineering Alumni 
Events
Making the most of difficult times has been a 
pattern for Erby “Roy” and Jean Nankivell. They 
have persevered through several economic recessions 
and competitive job markets with the themes of 
hard work, networking and giving back.
Roy is a 1943 electrical engineering graduate from 
the UT College of Engineering. His wife Jean is 
a 1942 nutrition graduate from the UT College 
of Home Economics. Jean was raised in Clinton, 
Tenn. and always knew she was going to attend the 
University of Tennessee.
Roy grew up in Athens, Tenn., and started his 
post-secondary education at Tennessee Wesleyan 
College. Roy was attracted to UT for the Co-op 
program, which is still a successful and popular 
option for engineering students today. It provides an 
avenue for students to gain professional experience 
and make money working for a company during 
various parts of the year, while still pursuing their 
undergraduate degrees.  
This was a great advantage for Roy, because he 
had to work through school in order to afford the 
classes. Although he worked half of the time and 
took classes half of the time, Roy took on a heavy 
course load each semester, so he had little time for 
socializing. Still, he persevered.
With World War II in full swing, immediately after 
graduating from the College of Engineering Roy 
went on to serve in the U.S. Marine Corps. The 
military sent him back to school—to Harvard and 
MIT—to learn the then—new technology known as 
RADAR. Meanwhile, Jean was working at a dietetic 
internship at Massachusetts General Hospital. The 
two met while they were in Boston, were married 
after their occupational assignments and together 
moved back to Tennessee. 
“At that point, the war was over and jobs were 
scarce,” Nankivell recalled. “I landed a job through 
a personal connection with Athens Plow Company 
and managed to support my growing family despite 
the competitive job market.” 
Eventually, his engineering background was put 
to use again when his brother-in-law in the plastic 
injection business needed an engineer. It was not 
long before Roy started making waves in his new 
capacity. He developed and patented a new method 
of making saddle trees that revolutionized the 
business. Up to that point, most frames for making 
equestrian saddles were made of pieced together 
wood or wood and metal. Nankivell deduced that 
Western style saddle trees could be made entirely of 
plastic, creating a solid, uniform and cost effective 
product to manufacture. This invention became 
the world’s largest manufacturer of saddle trees and 
stirrups, Ralide, Inc. based in Athens, Tenn. 
After his transformational invention with plastic 
injection saddle trees, Nankivell continued to tailor 
his engineering background to the plastic industry 
for years. He and Jean never forgot the difficulties 
inherent in starting off a career, however, and 
remembered their alma mater.  
“We wanted to support other young men and 
women trying to earn their education,” the 
Nankivells said. In 2008, they established an 
endowed scholarship as a legacy to assist both 
graduate and undergraduate students in the 
Department of Electrical Engineering and 
Computer Science. 
Jean is the sister of Allen Bush and the late Condon 
Bush of the Bush Brothers & Company. All three 
of the Nankivell’s daughters graduated from the 
University of Tennessee: Kathleen, Rebecca and 
Elizabeth. Roy and Jean are retired and live happily 
in Fort Myers, Fla. Early this year a full family 
gathering celebrated Roy’s 90th birthday.
The national influence of the UT College of 
Engineering is demonstrated in the presence 
of our graduates throughout the country. To 
celebrate this and connect to alumni and friends, 
events around the country are being scheduled 
Join the dean when we are in your area! For 
more information about these events please 
contact Adlai Hurt, Annual Giving and Alumni 
Relations Coordinator, ahurt3@utk.edu, phone 
865-974-2779.
2009 Events Held
Austin, Texas
February 24
Hosted by Mr. and Mrs. Bill Eversole 
(BS/EE ’73)
Bay Area, Calif.
February 27
Hosted by Mr. and Mrs. Bill Moore 
(BS/EE ’59 & MS/EE ’60)
Los Angeles, Calif.
March 1
Hosted by Mr. and Mrs. Howard Chambers 
(BS/ME ’64)
Knoxville, Tenn.
August 13
Hosted by Dr. and Mrs. H. Lee Martin 
(BS/ME ‘78 and PhD/ME ‘86)
Orlando, Fla.
October 22
Hosted by Mr. and Mrs. Joe Robertson 
(BS/CE ‘78)
Atlanta, Ga.
November 17
Hosted by Mel Mingle (BS/ME ‘58) and 
Paul Rudder (BS/CE ‘55)
HOMECOMING
Engineering Barbeque on the Hill
November 7
3 hours prior to kickoff
$12 for adults $8 for children under 12
Memphis, Tenn.
December 3
Hosted by Mr. and Mrs. Michael Young 
(BS/CE ‘71, and MS/EnvE ‘72)
Story by Kathleen Baker
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James Talley II
Jean Talley (Deceased)
Edward Taylor
Tennessee Road Builders 
  Association
UT-Battelle LLC
Roy and Sue Utley
James and Connie Vavalides
Peter Vavalides
Ray and Anita Wasielewski
Oneda White
Drs. Michael and Millicent 
  Young
$10,000 -24,999
3M General Offices
Dr. Norbert Ackermann, Jr.
Alcoa Foundation
American Society of Civil 
  Engineers
Theodore Anderson
Atmos Energy Corporation
John Barile, Jr.
Peter and Sami Barile
Dr. Robert and Sally 
  Bodenheimer, Sr.
Dr. B.K. and Arati Bose
Dr. Joseph and Connie 
  Byington
Howard and Debra Chambers
John Chambers
Dr. J. Alvin and Mary 
  Connelly
Dr. Wayne and Sylvia Davis
Duke Energy Corporation
DuPont
William Evans (Deceased)
ExxonMobil Corporation
FEI Company
Foundation for the 
  Musculoskeletal
Theodore and Lynn Freedman
Willard and Jane Gaby, Jr.
General Motors Corporation
James and Jill Gibson
Nan Given
Janet Grace
Robert Henry, Jr. (Deceased)
Hewlett-Packard Company
Janet Hunter
Dwight Hutchins and Maria 
  Castillo-Ruiz
IBM Corporation
IBM International Foundation
Institute of Electrical and 
  Electronics Engineers, Inc.
International Society for 
  Technology in Arthroplasty
Gary and Janet Johnson
Joint Sound Holdings, LLC
KCI Technologies, Inc.
Dr. Kenneth and Jennie Kihm
Materials Properties Council, 
  Inc.
Memphis Light, Gas and 
Water Division
Messer Construction 
Company
Stephen and Chandra Milam
Brye and Kara Mitchell
Dr. Edgar and Carolyn 
  Mohundro
Leonard and Joan Murray, Jr.
Myricom, Inc.
Natureworks LLC
North American Die Casting 
  Association
Orthopaedic Research & 
  Education Foundation
Protective Headgear 
  Manufacturers’ Association
Rohm and Haas Company
Robert and Phyllis Rose
S & ME, Inc.
Donald and Marian Savage
Schwab Fund for Charible 
  Giving
Larry and Yoshiko Shell
Richard and Patricia Shobe
Siemens Molecular Imaging
Southern Nuclear Operating 
  Company
Andrew and Jean Spickard
Manfred and Fern Steinfeld
Sun Coke Energy
Tennessee Gas Pipeline
The Procter & Gamble Fund
Zack and Betty Thompson
John and Ann Tickle, Sr.
Verum Consultants
Wright Medical Technology, 
  Inc.
$5,000- 9,999
Stephen Abernathy
Accenture Foundation, Inc.
Alton and Jane Adams
Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.
Aggregates USA, LLC
American Society for 
Engineering Education
AREVA NP Incorporated
Kenneth Baxter
Boeing Company Foundation
T. Steve and Sue Brooks
Dr. Edwin and Patsy Burdette
Cadre5
CH2M Hill Foundation
Chevron Foundation
Leon and Nancy Cole
Timothy and Christine 
  Covington
DENSO Manufacturing 
Tennessee, Inc.
Michael Dodd and Meredith 
  Anchan-Dodd
Dr. Robert and Lou Dorsey
Joshua Dragen
Eaton Corporation
Harriett Eddlemon
R. Scott and Dr. Elaine Egli
Kenneth and Virginia Elliott
Entergy Corporation
Gertrudes Euler
Dr. William and Jenny Eversole
Christopher and Michelle 
  Gentry
Timothy Guglielmello
Dr. William and Elizabeth 
  Hamel
Anthony Hill
James and Joanne Hooker
Michael and Donna Howard
James and Jan Huddleston
John Deere Foundation
Jordan Jones & Goulding
Dr. Joseph and Anna 
  Kanianthra
Dr. Michael and Joy Kennedy
Gene and Bettye Koonce
Lexmark International, Inc.
Jerry and Karen McGinnis
Norfolk Southern Foundation
Oak Ridge Associated 
  Universities
Virginia O’Brien
Michael and Brenda Pasqua
James and Geraldine Pippin
Dr. John and Lynn Prados
T. Michael and Barbara 
  Rentenbach
Paul and Sue Rudder
Robert Scarbrough
Dr. James and Jane Scott
Douglas and Susan Sept
J. Aubrey Smith (Deceased)
Richard and Marilyn Snead
Spectra Tech, Inc.
Matthew and Kathy Stroop
Technical Society of Knoxville
Tennessee Center for Research 
  & Development
Tennessee Road Builders 
  Association Ladies Auxiliary
Dan and Mary Thayer
William and Noel Wade, Jr.
Dr. Jack and Betty Wasserman
Dr. Alan Wintenberg and    
  Dr. Kimberly Kelly-Wintenberg
Dr. Jianguo and Yiqun Zhou
Up to $5,000
3M Foundation
AT&T Foundation
Abbott Laboratories
A. Keith and Loren Abbott
Perry Abbott
Stephan Abbott
Ralph and Dela Abel
Allen and Deborah Abernathy
Alice Abrams
Ahmed Abu-Rahmah and 
Nazli Antar
Michael and Charlotte Acuff
Marvin Adam
Andy and Brooke Adams
Chris and Jamie Adams
Stephen and Paula Addison, Jr.
Robert Adkinson
Marilyn Adkisson
Thomas Adkisson
Advanced Drainage Systems
Paul and Dorothy Akin
Joseph Albright
Alcoa 25 Year Service Club
Lt. Colonel Ralph and Kay 
  Alexander, Jr.
Dr. Igor and Anne Alexeff
Stephen and Cristi Aljets
Allegro MicroSystems, Inc.
Clifford and Beth Allen, Jr.
Douglas Allen
Curtis Allin, Jr. 
George and Sarah Alspaugh
Alstom Power, Inc.
Altec Industries, Inc.
Jane Altom
William Altom (Deceased)
Wesley Alvaro
AMEC Earth & 
  Environmental, Inc.
Dr. Mamun Amer
American Physical Society
American Society of Civil 
  Engineers, UT Student 
  Chapter
American Society of Civil 
  Engineers
Amgen Foundation
Donald and Charlotte 
  Ammons
Dede Anderson
Ann Anderson
June Anderson
Michael and Susanne 
  Anderson
Nealie Anderson (Deceased)
Robert and Martha Anderson
Roger Anderson (Deceased)
David and Davena Anderton
Anthony and Jackie Andrews
Clint and Ginger Andrews
Mary Andrews
Susan Andrews
John and Minna Andriulli
Leon and Brenda Andy, Jr.
Dr. Charles Ange
Tony and Joyce Angelelli
Wayne and Sharon Anglim
Anheuser-Busch Foundation
Earl and Roberta Anspach
Jock and Janice Aplin
Dr. Andrei Apostoaei
Lt. Colonel Paul and Shirley 
  April
David and Donna Arakawa
Edward Archer and Joye 
  McFarland
Robert and Shannon Ardis III
Michael and Susan Arensman
James and Ann Argo
Maureen Armbruster
Dr. Daryl and Mary 
  Armentrout
Armstrong Foundation
D. Jane Armstrong
Rodney Armstrong
Sheri Armstrong 
Phil and Susie Armstrong
B. Diane Arnold
Bernie and Christina Arnold
Joseph Arnold
Martin and Dianne Arnold
J.T. and Susan Arnold
Jack Arthur, Jr.
W. Lewis and Janet Arthur
Paul and Virginia Artis
Patricia Askew
Dewayne Atchley
John and Sandra Atchley
Ralph and Gloria Atchley
Blake and Alene Atkins
Rufus and Marian Ault
Carl and Deborah Austin
Dr. Derek and Claire Austin
Dr. Russell and Delma Aven
Ron and Tammy Averill
Elizabeth Aydelott
William and Christy Ayers III
BB&T Corporation
Hamid Babaei and Roxanna 
  Ganji
David and Debbi Babb
Alex Bada
Robert and Tracie Bagans
Douglas Bagwell
Richard and Barbara Bailey
James and Kay Bailey
Sharon Bailey
Ruth Baird (Deceased)
Dr. A. J. and Mary Baker
Dale and Cathey Baker
John and Karen Baker
John and Mary Baker
Jon Baker
Kenneth and Maureen    
  Baker, Jr.
Randy and Priscilla Baker
Dr. William and Nancy   
  Baker, Jr.
Ralph and Peggy Baldock, Jr.
Barbara Baldwin
Joseph and K. Michelle 
  Baldwin
Forrest Bale
Jacob Bale
Roy Bales, Jr.
Joe and Valerie Bales
Ball Corporation
Christopher and Christine 
  Ball
Matthew Ball
David and Florida Bamford
Hari Nath Banerjee
Robert and Dr. Teresa Banker 
Phillip Barbe
Thomas Barber (Deceased)
Kevin Barfield
Barge Waggoner Sumner &  
  Cannon, Inc.
Hugh and Janice Barger
Breau and Vickie Barile
Brynn Barile
David and Janet Barker
Robin and Julia Barksdale
James and Juanita Barnes
Roy and Lois Barnes
Philip and Ellen Barnhart
John and Mary Barrier
Michael and Lisa Barrow
Karyl Bartlett
William and Linda Bartlett
Julia Barto
Donaldson and Alice    
  Barton, Sr.
Thomas and Marceline Barton
James and Dena Bass
James Bass IV
Austin and Misty Bateman
George and Emma Bates
Batson, Himes, Norvell & Poe
Donnie and Teresa Battenfield
Thomas and Janet Baudry
James and Cheryl Baxter
Vivian Baylor
Roy Bayne
Raymond and Dr. Merneatha 
  Bazilio
Timothy Beach
R. Paul and Dara Beam
Clyde and Barbara Bean
James and Carrie Bearden
Joyce Bearden
David Beason
Jerry and Geri Beason
Buford Beavers
Bechtel Jacobs Company, LLC
Bechtel National, Inc.
Gary and Susan Beck
R.D. and Cynthia Beck
Thomas and Jean Becker
Raleigh and Mary Beckham
Richard Beckham
Dorothy Bedwell
Willard Bedwell, Jr. (Deceased)
Edward and Anne Beeler
Harold Beever, Jr.
Arthur and Dorothy Begley, Jr.
Charles and Elaine Begley
Kent Begley
Phil and Traci Begley
Terry and Connie Begley
Ralph Begun
BeliefNetworks, Inc.
Christopher Belk
Clyde and Kazue Bell
Jerald and Wendy Bell
Joe Bell, Jr. (Deceased)
Linda Bell
Robert and Eunice Bell
Zane Bell
Leon and Beverly Bellamy
Dr. Suha and Edel Beller
Justin Belles
BellSouth Corporation
Alva and Mary Belongia
Benchmark Associates, Inc.
Mark Bendele
Debra Bennett
J. Keith and Patricia Bennett
Dr. John and Claudette 
  Bennett
Dr. Richard and Linda 
  Bennett
William and Patti Bennett
Mark and Beverly Bensen
John Berch, Jr.
Pauline Berggren
Daniel and Constance Berry
David and Rebecca Berry
Daniel Bertotti
Herman and Betty Best
Rob and Kristen Bethlenfalvay
Samuel and Patsy Bettis
Jeffrey and Vada Beverly
Dr. Gajanan and Vanita Bhat
Richard and Melva Bible
Derrick and Rene Biddix
Paul and Linda Bielicki
Dr. Timothy and Janet Bigelow
Binary Logic Group
Daniel Bindbeutel
Ronald and Patricia Bingham
Jerry Binkley
William Bird
Gerald and Marie Bishop
James and Peggy Bishop
Dr. Donald and Linda Bivens
Jonathan and Paige Bivens
William and Zora Bivens
Hubert and Sara Black, Jr.
Shirley Black
Dr. James and Christine 
  Blackburn
William and Mary    
  Blackmon, Jr.
Gerald and Jane Blackwood
Drs. Brent and Elina Blaha
Julie Blair
Dr. James and Patricia Blair
Allen and Lisa Blalock
Allene Blalock
Bryan Blalock (Deceased)
Douglas and Lori Blalock
Sidney and Jonelda Blalock
Maxie and Karen Blalock
Benjamin and Melissa Blalock
Travis and Mary Blalock
T. J. and Carolyn Blasing
W. Byron and Betty Bledsoe
Nicky and Dee Blount
Blue Cats
Lisa Blue
Anthony and Sara Boals
William Boegly
Anton Bogaty, Jr. and Dora 
  Eller
Donald and Sandra Bogle
Dr. Raymond and Carolyn 
  Boles, Jr.
Johnnie Boling, Jr.
David and Barbara Bolt
Zack and Joyce Bolt
Edward and Shirley Bomar
Sydney Bonham
Ernest Bonner III
Carl and Pamela Bonner, Jr.
Mark and Donise Boone
Brian and Stephanie Booth
William and Ann Booth
James and Lisa Borden
Steven and Kristi Borden
Borg-Warner Corporation
Robert and Tina Boring
Michael Bornyak
Dr. Louis and Janine 
  Bosanquet
David and Tammy Boshers
Charles and Kathy Bost
Daniel and Brenda Bouch
Dr. Donald and Karen 
  Bouldin
Dr. Toby Boulet
Dr. John and Chris Bounds
John and Patricia Bourne
Robert and Barbara Bovine
Bryant and Pat Bowden
Kenneth and Pamela Bowen
Gary and Pamela Bowers
Otis and Marsha Bowers, Jr.
Ernest and Laura Bowles
Reggie Bowlin
Jeffery Bowman
Joseph and Elicia Bowman
Burton Boyd and Jane Adams
Larry and Thelma Boyd
William and Mary Boyd
Dr. Joyceen Boyle
William and Barbara Boyte
Michael and Cornelia Brackett
Dr. M. Patricia Brackin
Howard Brackney
Johnnie Brade
H. Dennis and Shirley 
  Bradford
Donald and Constance 
  Bradley
Michael and Cynthia Brady
Scott and Roberta Brady
Frank Avignono III and Ann 
  Braithwaite
Harold and Nan Brakebill
Patrick Brantley
Brasfield & Gorrie
Larry and Gail Brasher
Kevin and Linda Brauss
Dr. Robert and Martha 
  Brawley
William Breedlove
Damon and Terri Bresenham
Dr. Clay and Lorna Breshears
Thomas and Susan 
  Brewington
Danny and Rebecca Bridges
Mark and Patricia Bridges
Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.
John Briggs
Bristol-Myers Squibb        
  Foundation, Inc.
Jerry and Dena Britton
Alan and Bettye Broadwater
Robert and Lora Broady
Michael and Catherine Brock
Drs. Michael Bronstein and        
  Helen Morrow
Dr. Charlie Brooks, Jr. 
  (Deceased)
Franklin and Jennifer Brooks
Stephen and Geri Brooks
Dr. Kenneth and Danyela 
  Brooks
Nan Brooks
Shirley Brooks
Joseph and Betty Broome
Walter Broomfield
Brown and Caldwell
Neill and Amanda Brown
Christopher Brown
Cynthia Brown
Douglas Brown
Edgemon and Caryl Brown
James and Sue Brown
Jennifer Brown
John and Anne Brown
Parke and Karen Brown, Jr.
Thomas and Norma Brown
Walton and Paula Brown
Drs. Louis and Ruth 
  Browning, Jr.
Robert and Nancy Browning
Robert Browning, Jr. 
David and Katy Brownley
William Broyles
G. Edward Bruce and 
  Reverend Lynn Stall 
Dr. Frank and Judith Brugner
Oscar and Julia Brumfiel
Tommy and Sally Brumfield
William and Patricia Bryan
Robert and Mary Bryan, Jr.
Warren and Elizabeth Bryant
Herschel Bryant
J. E. Bryant
John and Lucy Bryant
Robert and Marsha Bryant
Tim and Barbara Bryant
Traci Bryant
Dr. Harold and Jane Bryson
James and Beverly Buchanan
Kenneth and Patricia 
  Buchanan
Wayne and Laura Buchanan
Mike Buchanan
Dr. Raymond Buchanan 
  (Deceased)
Robert and Catherine 
  Buchanan
Buddy and Marcia Buck, Jr.
Joe and Patricia Buckner
Dr. Melvin and Wendy 
  Buckner
Dr. Anna Buczak
Alan Bugos and Laurie Pabreza
Hung and Tina Bui
Lyne Bunch
William Bunn (Deceased)
Timothy and Mildred 
  Burchfield
Dr. David and Lee Ann 
  Burdette
Carol Burditt
Blair and A. Jocelyn Burgess, Jr.
Christopher Burnette
Horace and Juanita Burnette
Steve and Cynthia Burns
Dr. Ralph Burns and 
  Ann Lord
Howard and Mary Burris
Mary Burroughs
Robert and Coba Burton
Alfred and Phyllis Burzese
Vincent Burzese
James and Mary Bush
Elizabeth Bussart (Deceased)
Walter Bussart
Claude and Lucille Buttram, Jr.
Carl and Jimmie Butts
Woody and Gwendolyn Byars
Thomas and Georgann Byerley
Gregory Byram
Dr. N. Ricky and Abigail Byrn
Mark and Allison Byrn
Frances Byrne
C2RL, Inc.
Bill and Judy Cabbage
David and Janice Cagle
Barry and Wendy Cain
Allen and Margaret Calcote
Edward Calcote
Billy and JoAnne Caldwell
Caryl Caldwell
Charles and Audrey Caldwell
Key Caldwell (Deceased)
Theo and Martha Caldwell III
Michael Calfee
Dr. E. Eugene Callens, Jr. and 
  Barbara Brossette
Barbara Campbell
James Campbell, Jr.
Robert and Jane Campbell
R. Jack and Mary Campbell
Ruth Campbell
William and Judith Campbell
W. Harold and Angela 
  Cannon, Jr.
Robert and Emily Cannon
Allan Cantrell
Jerry and Kaye Cantrell
Jeffrey Capili
Capital Group Companies 
Charitable Foundation
Capstone Health Foundation
Cardinal Health Foundation
Darren and Lisa Cardwell
Kenneth and Crystal Cardwell
Hamill Carey
Thomas and Mary Carlson
Ray Carmichael
Carolina Care Plan Inc.
Jonathan and Susannah 
  Carpenter
Carpin Manufacturing Inc.
David and Janet Carr
John Carr
Paul and Lynn Carr
Gary and JoAnn Carrington
John and Carolyn Carson
James Carson III (Deceased)
Gregory and Anita Carswell
Matt and Barbara Carter
Mark and Deborah Carter
Frederick and Duval Carter, Jr.
Gary and Carla Carter
Sharon Carter
James and Christine 
  Cartledge, Jr.
Lawrence Carvango
Myron Casadda and 
  Wendy Walch
William and Maria Casaday
James and Gay Casey, Jr.
Joseph Castronovo
Paul and Juanita Cate
Tommy and Evelyn Cate
Jeffrey Catt
Kenneth and Alice Caughron
W. Jerry and Susan Cauley
James Cavalaris
Thomas and Nadine Cayce
Gary and Marian Chamberlain
Bruce Chamberlin and    
  Ethlel Odom
George and Joanne Chambers
Dr. Su-Ming and Ai-Feng 
  Chan
George and Marion Chandler
Jacob and Linda Chandler
Billy Chang
Dr. Ho-Pen and Nancy Chang
Tammy Chang
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Neal Charlton
Daniel and Valerie Chase
Dennis and Melanie Chastain
James Cheatham
Alex Chen
Dr. Chi Hau and Wanda 
  Chen
Dr. Xin Chen
Alan and Julia Childers
Charles and Atheleen 
  Childress
Samuel and Caroline Chism, Jr.
Ernest Choat (Deceased)
Frank Chow
Blane and Sharlyn Chrisman
Dr. Thomas and Jan  
  Christian, Jr.
Walter and Theresa 
  Christopher
Earl and Brenda Chunn
Floyd and Gloria Chunn, Jr. 
Cingular Wireless
Tammy Cinnamon
Cisco Systems, Inc.
Bruce Clark
James Clark (Deceased)
Maxine Clark (Deceased)
Valeria Clark
Randall and Vicki Clayton
Doug and Rhonda Clendenon
Tom Clepper
Jeffrey and Katherine 
  Cleveland
Jerry and Beverly Clevenger
Steven and Nanette Clevenger
Todd Clevenger
Michael and Rosemary 
  Cliburn
Carl and Charlotte Cliche, Jr. 
George Cliff
Joel Clifton
Barbara Cline
Jennings Cline (Deceased)
James and Donna Clinton 
Clorox Company Foundation
Dr. David and Susan Close
Cloud Concrete Products
Dan and Donna Cobb
Jim and Rebecca Cobb
Gene and Sandra Cochran
Howard Cockrum and 
  Mildred Knight
Joseph and Patricia Cofer, Jr.
Dr. David and Carol Coffin
James and Margaret Cogdill
Michael Cohen
Kenneth Cohick
Dr. Richard and Beverly 
  Colditz
John and Teresa Cole
Joshua Cole
A. B. and Rose Coleman
Edwin Coleman III
Stephen and Mary Coleman
Dr. Wayne and Barbara 
  Coleman
Constance Collier
Fred and Jacqueline Collier, Jr.
Rhonda Collier
Nick and Melinda Collins
Even Collinsworth, Jr.
John Colvin, Jr. and Jane 
  Indyk
Joshua Combs
Edward and Carolyn Compton
Dr. James and Carol Conklin
Lewis and Gwen Conn
George Conner, Jr.
Harold and Joyce Conner, Jr.
Max and Virginia Conner
Michael Connolly and      
  Tiare Yim
Jeffrey and Ember Constantin
Constellation Energy Group, 
  Inc.
John and Tammy Conway
Judith E. and Joseph C. Cook, 
Jr. Foundation, Inc.
Craig Cook
George Cook
Dr. Ronald Cook and      
  Kathy Caldwell
Kenneth and Julie Cookson
James and Joanna Coon
Fred and Kathleen Cooper
Thomas and Karen Cooper
Thomas and Charmie Copas
James and Rhonda Copley
John and Frances Coppedge
Steven and Emily Cordell
Charles and Alice Corlew
Gary and Cynthia Cormany
Michael and Cynthia Corn
Cornerstone Engineering Inc
Corning Incorporated 
  Foundation
James and Carol Corson
James Corum and Joyce 
  Stringfield
William and Barbara Cory
Frank and Jane Costello
Dr. Robert and Sandra 
  Counce
Clinton Courtney
Peggy Courtney (Deceased)
Karl and Angela Covington
Carolyn Cowan
Dr. Joseph and Linda Cowart
Bruce and Carolyn Cox
Dr. Chris Cox
Thomas and Jacqueline Cox
John and Marty Cox
Mark and Karen Cox
Dr. Richard and Kathleen Cox
Charles Crabtree and Anne 
  Metoyer
Paul and Bonnie Crabtree, Jr.
Shelby Cradic
Jeffrey and Melissa Crawford
Martin and Carolyn Crawford
Orville and Phillis Crawford
Cray Inc.
Stephen Crews
Chester and Katherine  
  Crider, Jr.
Johnny and Marilyn Crisler
Rae and Alexandria 
  Cronmiller
Cheryl Crosby
Chris and Linda Cross
Jerry and Ellalyn Crossno
Glyn and Mary Crossno
Bennett and Stephanie 
  Croswell
William and Myscha Crouch
James and Ina Crowder
Edwena Crowe
John Crowe (Deceased)
Masako Crowe
Jane Crowley (Deceased)
Mickie Crowley
Philip and Marion Cruce
Kenneth and Martha 
  Cruikshank
Mark and Patty Crum
Todd and Barbara Crutchfield
Dr. Shengting and Lan Lu Cui
Dr. William and Elaine 
  Culbert, Jr.
Susannah Culbertson
James and Faye Culp
James Cumby
Alexander and Jill  
  Cuningham III
Debra Cuningham
D. Mark and Lisa 
  Cunningham
Phillip and Leigh Cupp
Patrick and Melinda 
  Curtsinger
Rodney and Teresa Curvin
Thel Cuthbert-Stevens
Jeffrey and Michelle Cutler
Kevin and Marcia Cyr
Douglas Smith and                       
  Lina Dagenais-Smith
Dr. Julie and Peter Damp
Arthur Dandrea
Merlin Danford (Deceased)
Bettye Daniel
William and Eva Danner
Dennis Darby and Datha 
  Haynes
Timothy and Catherine 
  Davenport
Joseph and Linda Davenport III
Harry and Paula Daves
James and Cathy Davidson
Edward and Sandra   
  Davidson, Jr.
Dr. Kowetha Davidson
Dr. P. Michael and Linda 
  Davidson
Chad and Annie Davis
Fred and Hyesuk Davis, Jr.
Gregory and Jody Davis
Jeffrey and Janet Davis
Charle and Judith Davis
Larry and Sally Davis
R. Theodore Davis, Sr. and     
  Dorothy Corbett
Dr. Robert and Shirley Davis
David and Rugh Davis
Thomas and Margaret Davis
Tracy Davis
Wayne and Patti Davis
James and Mary Day
Chethan Dayanand and 
  Roopa Raju
John and Anna Deasy
Dr. James and Patricia 
  Deatherage
Dr. Louis and Carol Deken
Jerome Dempsey
Harry and Linda Denardo
Samuel Denham
Scott and Linda Denley
Donald and Susie Denton
Edward and Bessie Depew
Theresa Derosa
Richard and Nancy 
  Dettmering
Development Consultants 
  Group
Dr. Donald and Cathy Dewey
Billy and Karen Dewitt
Larry and Sheri DeWitt
Amy Diaz
John Dickerson
Joel and Ruth Dicks
Dr. Charles and Libby Dietzen
Dr. Andrew Digh
Douglas and Susan Dillon
John and Bonnie Dings
James and Shirley DiStefano
Dr. Russell and E. Millicent 
  Dobelstein
Kristen Dobrodziej
William Dockery
D. P. and Judith Dodd
Bron Dodds
Dr. H. Lee Dodds, Jr.
Sammy Dodds
Cathleen Dodge
Dr. Franklin Dodge
Brian and Mary Dodson
Matthew Dofflemyer
Dr. Ronald and Angela Domer
James and Victoria Dorris
Raymond and Betty Doty
James and Billie Doty
N. Sam and Carol   
  Dougherty, Jr.
John and Marilyn Douglas
Dr. Spivey and Shelby 
  Douglass
Mick and Edith Dove
William and Teresa Dowbiggin
Karen Downer
James and Sue Downing
Dr. James and Patricia Downs
Michael Doyle and Kimberly 
  Denney
Stephen Doyle
Bob and Sheryl Draime, Jr.
Margaret Drake
Mark and Annette Dreifke
Kenneth and Janis Drinnon
T. J. Drinnon
Charles and Verita Driskell
Spruell and Elaine Driver, Jr.
Dr. Eric and Janet Drumm
John Drummer
Raymond and Carolyn Dubose
Holly Duckworth
Mark and Lori Dudek
Daniel and Laurie Duhan
David Dunaway
Dr. Paul Dunbar
Amanda Duncan
Thomas and Janelle   
  Dunigan, Jr.
Thomas and Virginia Dunlap
Andrew and Beth Dunlop, Jr.
Michael and Jennifer Dunn
Robert and Judith Dunn
Thomas and Carolyn Dunn
Robert and Jennifer Dunnam
Du Le and My Duong
James Durham
Giles and Wynona Dye
Jeffrey Eagen
Kari Eagen
Dwain and Sally Ealy
Zellie Earnest
Bill and Dorothy Eastman
Ronald and Pamela Eatherly
Marshall and Annette Eaves
Robert and Jean Eby
James Eckel, Jr.
Glenn Eddington III
Jim and Janet Eddins
Edison International
David and Wilma Edmonds
Gary and Helen Edmonds
Dr. Brian and Gretchen 
  Edwards
Dr. Charles and C. H. 
  Edwards, Jr.
Keith and Wilma Edwards
Ralph and Maggie Edwards II
Thomas and Elaine Edwards
Dr. Takeshi and Sayuri Egami
Robert and Phyllis Ehalt
Alan Eichelman
Scott and Michelle Eisenhart
Susan Eisenstadt
El Paso Energy Corporation, 
Tennnessee Gas Pipeline 
  Company
Sidney Elder
Mandy Elgan
Dr. Samir El-Ghazaly
Eli Lilly and Company 
  Foundation
Jim and Sandra Elliott
Allan and Deborah Ellis
Dr. Jeffrey Ellis
Walter and Jane Elmore
Bill and Nannie Elmore
William and Dolly Elmore
Emerson Electric Company, 
  Inc.
Brian and Margaret Emery
Robert and Susan Emery
Brian and Sarah Emmett
Encore Construction 
  Company
Engineers Club of Memphis
Enodis Corporation 
  Foundation
Harley and Bettye Erb III
Ernst & Young LLP 
Foundation
William and Cheri     
  Eskridge, Jr.
Espin Technologies, Inc.
Ryan Estabrooks
Karel Esterhuizen
Carlisle Evans, Jr. (Deceased)
Lewis Evans
Mike and Natalie Evans
Dr. Richard and Jan Evans
Joe and Martha Exum, Sr.
Dr. Walter and Lynne Fain
Gayle and Elisa Fairless
James and Linda Fairris
Joe Fareed
Ray Farmer
Virgil and Harriet Farmer
John and Kelli Farquharson
David and Claudia Farrar
Ivie and Cora Farrar, Jr.
A. Phil and Sandra Farrow, Jr.
William Fendley
Alan Fennema
Janice Fergerson
William Fergerson, Jr.
James and Jennifer Ferrell III
Andrew and Shannon Fesler
Dr. Daniel and Mary Fetzer
Michael Fields
Rose Fields
Fifth Third Foundation
Sam Fincannon, Jr. (Deceased)
J. Wiley Finney, Jr.
Kirk Firestone
First Baptist Church Athens, 
  Tennessee
First Tennessee Bank
Kenneth and Annie Fischer
Charles Fisher
Claude and Sandra Fisher II
Mary Fisher (Deceased)
William Fisher
Barry and Kay Fittes
Ted and Carol Fix
Jim and Barbara Fleshman
George Flew
George and Lynn Flippen, Jr.
Charles and Wendy Flora III
Eric and Brenda Flowers
Fluor Foundation
James and Virginia Fly
FMC Technologies 
  Foundation
George and Michele 
  Foehringer
William and Ann Forbis, Jr.
Forcum Lannom Contractors, 
  LLC
Ford Motor Company Fund
Gordon and Laura Ford
Jonathan Ford
Dr. Robert Ford
David and Kerry Foropoulos
Bryon and Lori Fortner
Martha Fortune
William Fortune (Deceased)
Ann Fossum
Billy and Anna Foster
James Foster
Larry and Sue Foster
Robert and Anne Foster
Paul and Linda Fournier
Leslie and Florence Fowler
Joseph and Patricia Fowler
Stuart and Leanne Fowler
Mark and Suzanne Fowley
Billy and Betty Fox
Grady and Irene Fox, Jr.
Mary S. Fox
Mary W. Fox
FPL Group Foundation, Inc.
Dr. Jay Frankel
Brock and Jennifer Fraser
Michael and Charlyne 
  Frassrand
Donald and Carolyn Frazier
Dr. William and Jean Frazier
Brian and Donna Frederick
Edward Freedman
Harvill Freeland III
Bruce Freeman
Charles and Lori Fridlin IV
Friendship Sunday School 
  Class, Concord United 
  Methodist Church
Kevin and Angela Fritts
James and Barbara Froula
Peter Fryberger
Franklin Frye
Robert and Melinda Fry
Dr. Paul Frymier
Dr. Richard and Janie Fuchs
Fulghum Macindoe &         
  Associates, Inc.
Fuller, Mossbarger, Scott & 
  May, Engineers Inc.
Walter and Zoe Fuller III
Oneal and Mary Fullwood
Robert Fusarini
Edward and Karen Galbavy
Craig and Teresa Gale
Anna Gallegos
Joseph and Lynn Gambill
Jeffery and Susan Gamble
Ronald and Elizabeth 
  Gammon
Hubert and Barbara Gangl, Jr.
E. Eugene and Helen Gann
Jerry and Janet Gannaway
Jonathan Gardner
J. Leonard and Marsha 
  Garland
Patricia Garland
Kenneth and Frankie    
  Garner, Sr.
Arthur and Sarah Garrett
John and Beverly Garrett
Marvin and Peggy Garrett
Thomas Garriott
Jay and Dr. Arlene Garrison
Royce and Benita Gateley
Adam and Anna Gathers
Christopher and Katherine 
  Gatz
Lucas Gayk
James Geiger
V. Jeanne Geiger (Deceased)
Dr. Rhea Gelderloos-Sammons
W. Mark Geldmeier
Ted Gentry and Linda Rice
Georgia Pacific Foundation, 
  Inc.
Georgia Power Foundation, Inc.
Dr. Steven Gerberding
Gerdau AmeriSteel 
  Corporation
John and Regina Gertsen
Samuel Gheesling
Joseph and Patricia Gibbs
Randall Gibson
Robert and Joan Gibson
Dr. James and Donna 
  Gieselmann
Elwood and Jean Gift
George and Sylvia Gilbert
Grant and Christine Gilbert
David Giles
Fran Gill
Clarence and Jane Gillespie, Jr.
Denton Gillespie
James and Beth Gillespie
M. Juanice Gillespie
Dr. R. Gerald and Gail 
  Gilliland
James Gilmer III
Joan Giltner
Shirley Gist
Gary Given
Kenneth and Susan Given
Thomas and Lorri Givens
Jack and Martha Glandon
J. Byron Glass, Sr.
GlaxoSmithKline Foundation
Hugh Gleason
Dr. Shuan and Caroline 
  Gleason
M. Todd and Amy Glenn
Robert and Joni Goan
Barry and Donna Gobbell
Arthur and Eula Goddard
Terry and Kathleen Godsey
Phillip and Jennie Goff
James Goldston (Deceased)
Sandra Goldston
Dr. Itacil Gomes
Albert and Alice Good
Janie Goodman
Dr. David and Marion 
  Goodpasture
W. A. Goodwin
Wilbur and Jane Goodwin
Dr. Joseph and Betty Googe, Sr.
Dr. Paul and Cynthia Googe
Roxane Googin
Michele Gordon
Timothy and Catherine 
  Gorman
Anthony and Leslie Gouge
James and Kimberly Gourley
Stanley and Penelope Gourse
Dennis and Bethann Gowan
Daniel Graham
Tiffany Grant
Graphic Packaging 
  International
Chase and Elizabeth Graves
Dr. Ronald and M. Susan 
  Graves
Van and Rene Graves
Michael and Bernadette Gray
Charles and Frances Gray
Dr. John and Brenda Gray
Michael and Dr. Sheila 
  Graybeal
Tom and Twilla Grayson
Daniel Grecco
Dr. Dwayne Greene
George and Kristie Greene
Larry and Jan Greene
Ted and Kimberly Green
Sherrell and Rebecca Greene
Greenstar, LLC
Arvella Greenwell
Michael and Kim Gregg
Laura Gribbin 
Griffin Consulting Group
Thomas and Nelda Griffith
Adrian Grigg
Billy and Sandra Grimm
Christopher and Wendy 
  Grobicki
Herbert Grodemange, Jr.
D. Wayne and Shirley Groves
John and Debbie Grubb
Kenneth and Teresa Guess
Guidant Corporation
Henry and Deborah Guigou, Jr.
Dr. Michael Guillorn and 
  Meagan Shea
Ronald and Joyce Gunkel
Josh and Kathy Gunn
Timothy and Amy Gurtis
Gerald and Donna Guthrie, Sr.
Ronald Guthrie
Alvin Gwathney
Deborah Gwathney
Leona Gwinn
Wendell Gwinn (Deceased)
Dr. Arthur and Roswitha Hass
Brian Hass
Dr. Paul and Betty Haas
Dr. James and Claire Hackney
Lynn and Rhonda Hagar
Florine Hager
James and Mary Ann Hager, Jr.
James Hager (Deceased)
William and Elizabeth 
  Haggerty, Jr.
Dr. Gerald Hagler
Dr. John and Rebbeca Haines
James and Margaret Haldeman
David Hale
Malcolm and Ellen Hale
William and Jeanie Hale
Calvin Hall
Griffin Hall
Howard and Margaret Hall, Jr.
Jennifer Hall
Mitchell Hall
William and Linda Hall
William Halley and Winifred 
  Wehrenberg
William and Donna Halley
Errol Halliburton
John and Esther Halliwell
Eric and Tammy Hamby
Dr. Robert and Lois Hamm
Ryan Hammonds
Jeffrey and Lynne Hamner
Warren and Shelley Hamner
Dr. Lee Han and Sheau Huang
Craig and Faith Hanchey
Don Haney
Jack and Brenda Hannah
Hobart and Audrey     
  Hansard III
Ron Haralson
Jerry and Faye Hardiman
Roy and Helen Hardin, Jr.
Wayne and Vicki Hardin
Philip and Noragene Harding, 
  Jr.
Byron and Bonnie Hardt
Dr. Harold Hargreaves
Harley-Davidson Motor       
  Company USA
Carl Harmon and Margaret 
  Lawson
Christopher Harmon
Charles and Patricia Harmon
Thomas Harned
James and Patricia Harper
Robert and Mary Harper, Jr.
Jim and Kelly Harred
Bruce and Sandia    
  Harrington III
Frank Harrington
Harris Foundation
Bradley Harris
Everette Harris, Jr.
N. Jay and Barbara Harris
Natalie Harris
Drs. David and Patricia  
  Harris, Jr.
Robert and Linnea Harris
Shelly Harris
Susan Harris
Dr. William and                   
  Josephine Harrison III
Ernest Harriss III
Robert and Nancy Hart
John and Maribeth Hartin
Francis and Brenda Hartmann
Colonel Henry and Frances 
  Hartsfield, Jr.
Kenneth and Jamie Harvey
Patrick and Patricia Harvey
Scott and Paulette Harvey
William and Edna Harworth
Lawrence Haskin (Deceased)
David Haskins
Donald and Patricia Hassall
Henry and Annease Hastings
Thomas and Martha Hastings
Timothy and Donna Hasty
George Hatcher
Jerry and Laura Hatcher
William and Jean Hatcher
Lillian Hatfield
Gregory and Pamela Hathcock
Lawrence Hauge
James Huan, Sr.
James and Sandra Hawkins III
Lowell and Ruth Hawkins
William Hawkins
Lewis and Licia Haws
Sidney and Julia Hayes
Tony and Mary Hayes
W. Steven and Kathy Hayes
Dr. James and Mary Haynes
D. Smith Hays III
Douglas and Betty Hays
Kenneth and Lynda Hays
Billy and Annette Hazlegrove
Robert and Beverly Head
Lee and Jill Headrick
John Heard, Jr. 
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Hugh and Kathleen Hearn
Roy and Patricia Heifner, Jr.
George and Shayna Heins III
Clara Heinsohn
Robert and Deborah Helms
Thomas and Kim Helsper
Perry Hembree, Jr. (Deceased)
Douglas Hemme
William and Dr. Jean 
  Hemphill
Daniel and Lois Henderson
Henry and Laurie   
  Henderson, Jr.
Richard and Heidi Henderson
Ronald and Kathy Henderson
Evan and Mary Hendricks
Donald Hendrix
Kenneth Hendrix and     
  Helen Sirett
Norris and Margaret   
  Hendrix, Jr.
Travis Henegar
Richard and Patty Henritze
Herbert Henry
Dr. Loren and Jennifer Henry
Kerry Henry
Gary and Betty Hensley
Janice Hensley
Robert and Nora Hensley
Joe and Ernestine Henson
Jennifer Herrmann
C. David and Zena Hester
Robert and Sue Hewgley, Jr.
Hewlett-Packard Corporation
William and Christine Hickam
John Hickey III
Robert and Juanita Hickey
Dr. Charles and Joyce Hickman
Donald Hicks
James and Beverly Hiegel
Douglas and Victoria Higgins
Paul and Dolores Hight
Dr. Nathaniel and Sandra 
  Hightower
Edward and Marie Hildreth
Brent and Phyllis Hill
Scott and Karen Hilleary
Donald and Susan Hillon
Catherine Hilty
Shaun Carraher Hinds
Emily Hinman
William Hinman
Bruce and Paula Hinton
Gary and Julia Hipps
Colonel Robert and          
  Mary Hite, Jr.
Jimmy and Edith Hix
Samuel and Jancie Hixson
Rebecca Hixson
Sherman Hixson (Deceased)
James and S. Marquita Hobbs
Thomas Hobbs and Lori 
  Stephenson
Dr. H. McDonald and Bonnie 
  Hobgood
David and Martha Hobson
Richard and Suzanne 
  Hodgdon
Eloise Hodge
Richard and Rebecca Hodge
Charles and Lynn Hodges
Charles Hodges and               
  Suzanne Baldwin
Michael and Kelly Hodges
James Hodgson (Deceased)
Kathryn Hodgson
Lee and J.P. Hoefert
Terry and Regina Hofer, Sr.
R. David and P.J. Hofferberth
Chris and Cornelia Hoffman
Laura Hoglan
Jeffrey and Michelle Hohman
Alan Dillard Holland
Leo and Patricia Holland
William Hollinshead and           
  Mary Hodges
W. Timothy Holman and       
  Virginia Spini
Thomas and Diana Holmes
David and Cynthia Holt
Robert and Patricia Holt
Dr. Michael and Veali 
  Holtcamp
Gene and Karen Holthofer
Honda Manufacturing of       
  Alabama, LLC
Sam Honeycutt, Sr. (Deceased)
Vira Honeycutt
Honeywell International  
  Foundation, Inc.
Shek and Tze Wei Hong
Lawrence Hood
William and Gretel Hooper
John and Karin Hoover
Drs. John and Terri    
  Hopkins, Jr. 
Paul and Julia Horne
Stephen and Susan Horne
Lyles Horner, Jr. and        
  Anne Bates
Dr. Steven Horner
Gerald and Dorothy Horton
Joel B. Horton (Deceased)
Joel R. Horton
Mark and Ann Horton
Mary Horton
T. Curtis Horton
Ed and Katherine Hoskins
Dennis Hough
1st Lt. Jon and Mary 
  Houghland
Carl and Carol House, Jr.
Patricia Houser
R. Edgar and Sherri Housley
Michael Howard (Deceased)
Dr. Michael and Karen 
  Howard
Robin Howard
David and Barbara Howell
Charles and Elaine Howell
Terry and Martha Howell
Joe Howles, Jr.
Dr. Craig and Debra Hoyme
Dr. Kevin and Lisa Hoyt
Dr. Cheng-Tsang and     
  Meishu Hsu
Dr. Bin Hu
Dr. Baoshan Huang and          
  Xiaojie Kong
David and Nancy Huber
Stanley and Betty Huddleston
Kevin and Misty Huddleston
Randall and Stephani 
  Hudgings
Harold and Miriam Hudson
Thomas and S. C. Hudson, Jr.
Mark Huebschman
Shawn and Vicki Huebschman
Andrew and Melissa Huff
Curtis and Bronwen Huff
Robert and Peggy Huffine
Charles and Edna Hughes
Michael Hughes
Jerry and Gayle Hughes
Stephen Huges
Roy and Susan Hull, Jr.
Terrence Hull
William and Kathy Hulley
Robert and Delores Hummel
Donnie and Eulene Humphrey
Glenn and Angela Humphrey
John Humphrey
Stephen and Patricia Hungate
Dr. Paul and Helen Hunt
Jerry and Mildred Hunt
Kenneth and Marcia 
  Huntsman
Kevin Hupp
Billie and Betty Hurst
Richard and Sandra Hurst
Adlai and Rachel Hurt
Kenneth and Dianne Hurt
Joseph and Carolyn Huskey
Tim and Sandra Huskey
Dr. Paul Hutchins, Jr. and          
  Leslie Zerwer
Charles and Dr. Deidre   
  Hutchinson, Jr.
Fred and Janice Hutsell
Wilbur and Linda Hutsell
James and Anna Hutson
Jimmy and Cindy Hutson
David and Karen Hutson
Donald Hutson
George and Julie Huttick
Clifton Hyman III and Lynn   
  Lawery-Hyman
I C Thomasson Engineering 
  Company
Dr. David Icove and       
  Sharon Kelly
Richard and Dorothy Iddins, Jr.
IEEE New Hamphire Section
Incentive Publications
Susan Ingersoll
Ingersoll-Rand Company
Louis and Nancy Ingram
Doyle and Gina Inklebarger
George and Sudnie 
  Inklebarger III
Thomas and Grace Innes
Institute of Industrial 
  Engineering
International Assurance of 
  Tennessee, Inc.
International Paper Company 
International Paper Company 
  Foundation
Richard and Janice Irby
Timothy Irvin
Sibley and Rosiland Irwin
Thomas and Mary Irwin
Dr. Syed and Mita Islam
J. P. Morgan Chase and 
  Company Foundation
Alfred and Sandra Jablonski
Gerry Jack
Sanford Jack, Jr. (Deceased)
David Jackson
Dr. Karen Jackson
Nicholas and Laura Jackson
Maurice and Nancy Jackson
Jeffrey and Sara Jacobus
Lynn and Janet Jacoby
Sikander and Manjula Jain
Harry and Janet James
William and Rebecca James
James and Jimmy Jansen, Jr.
Dr. Bradley Jared
Ken and Rebecca Jarrard
James Jarratt
Ryan Jarrett
JEA Financial Services
Alvin and Marjorie Jenkins
Andrew Jenkins
James and Sylvia Jenkins
James and Mary Jenkins
R. Harold Jenkins
Richard and Rebecca Jenkins
Dr. Daniel Jennings and     
  Kay Cothran
James and Emily Jetton, Jr.
Jewelry Television by ACN
Bobby Jobe
Brian and Linda Jobe
Norman Johansen III
Michael and Ameila Johanson
William and Claudia Johns
Johnson Controls Foundation
Albert Johnson, Jr.
R.B. and Ann Johnson
Bob and Terri Johnson
David Johnson
Dixie Johnson (Deceased)
Elizabeth Johnson
Dr. George and Judith 
  Johnson
W. Steve and Glenda Johnson
Hugh and Sophia Johnson
James and Eleanor Johnson
Jewell Johnson
Terry and Lisa Johnson
Joseph and Lorrie Johnson
N. B. Johnson, Jr.
Norman Johnson
Rochelle Johnson
Ronald and Elizabeth Johnson
Samuel Johnson
William Johnson
Dr. William and Jacquelyn 
  Johnson
Lawton and Vicki Johnston
Lloyd and Stacy Jollay
Jones Edmunds
Jones Family Foundation
Daniel Jones
Neil and Diane Jones
Gary Jones
Jay and Marilyn Jones
Jennings Jones (Deceased)
Jobie and Terri Jones
Joel and Phyllis Jones
Larry and Linda Jones
Rebecca Jones
Commander Stanley and  
  Gina Jones
W. Barry and Patricia Jones
James Jordan and Eleanor 
McMillen
Henry Jorsz
Charles Joyce, Jr.
Carlos Juarez-Gosselin and     
  Rebecca Latimer
Helen Jubin (Deceased)
Dr. Robert and Sandra Jubin
Dr. David and Karen Judish
Lawrence and Casey Jugler
Timothy Julian and Teresa 
  Potter
Judy Jyi
Dr. Jach Kahn
John Kaley
Drs. James and Lauren 
  Kalshoven, Jr.
Lawrence and Anne Kaminsky
Sellamuthu Kanagaraj and 
  Prabha Selvaraj
Jerome and Robin Karnowski
Hariharanath Kavuri
Kellogg Brown and Root, Inc.
Bennie and Deborah Kee
Samuel and Donna Keebler
Dr. Timothy and Sumanta 
  Keener
Nathan Keesecker
Dr. David and Lynn Keffer
Kenneth and Jamie Keith, Jr.
John and Janet Keller
Justin and Wendy Keller
Randy and Nancy Kelley
Cynthia Kendrick
Jadavji and Kusum Kenia
Albert and Pamela Kennedy III
Embree and Jody Kennedy
Isabelle Kennedy
Stephen and Rachel Kennedy
David and Connie Kepler
Stephen and Amanda 
  Kereakoglow
Michael and Cynthia Kerr
John and Oma Kerr
Doug and Debra Kerr
Richard and Phyllis Kessinger
Jeffrey and Marianne 
  Kesterson
James and Margaret Ketchum
Jeff Key
Jesse and Mary Key
Jeramie and Christy Keys
Dr. Bamin and Lora Khomami
David and A. Luanne Kidd
Scott and Andrea Kidd
Dr. George and Judith Kidd, Jr.
Kim and Roberta Kidd
Steven and Sue Kidd
J. Steven and Julie Kidwell
Douglas and Jane Kieninger
James and Tommie Kiggans, Jr.
William and Jill Kilgore
William and Terri Kilpatrick
Kimballs Jewelers
Kimberly-Clark Foundation
David Kincaid
Adolphus and Pamela King, Jr.
Kenneth King
Kyle King
Louis King
Lynn King
Mark and Debra King
Keith and Debra King
Richard and Charlye King
Robert King
Roderick and Cassandra King
Gregory and Sherry King
Stephen and Teresa King
Richard Kinkel
Colin and Geri Kinton
Marvin and Doris Kirby
Chad and Jennifer Kirkpatrick
Michelle Kirsch
Patrick Kiser
Brian and Kimberly Kish
Richard and Nancy Kissell
Dr. Kevin and Stephanie Kit
Dr. John and Otilie Kitowski
Dr. H. Joseph and Lynca Klein
Lee and Hajnalka Klieman
K. Drake and Eileen Knapp
Donald Knight
Leonard and Deborah   
  Knight, Jr.
Charles Collier and Sandra 
  Knight
Perry Knollenberg
Erol and Carol Knott
Consuela Knox
John and Leslie Knox
Knoxville Applied Polymers, 
  LLC
Knoxville Blue Print and 
  Supply
Sunir and Karen Kochhar
Dr. Larry and Doris Koffman
Gene and Ellen Koonce, Jr.
Baris and Pinar Korlu
Christopher and Barbara 
  Korynski
Richard Korynta and Carol 
Senger-Korynta
KPMG Foundation
Peter Kramer
Stephen and Mary Krempasky
KRG, LLC
Arnold and Harriet Krieger
Karl and Joyce Kronberg
Ronald and Alice Kroon
KSI Structural Engineers
David Kuhlman
Dr. Paul and Vicki Kuhlmeier
Janis and Aija Kukainis
Dr. Way and Suzanne Kuo
Michael Kurland and Meghan 
  Dodge
Chester Kwast
Melinda Laake
James and Cheryl Laborde
John Lady
Jayesh Lakumb
Lamar Dunn Associates, Inc.
Frank Lamb II
William and Lisa Lambert
Jimmy and Mary Lampley
Dr. John and Anne Landes
Landwater Engineering, Inc.
Maldon Lane, Jr.
George and Cecilia Lang, Jr.
Stephen and Teresa Lange
Coy and Nancy Langford
Richard and Peggy Langin
Dr. H. Leslie and Nadine 
  LaNieve
David and Helen Larson
Gil and M. Jan Laster
Russell and Constance 
  Latimer
P. Wayne and M. Gaye 
  Lauderback
Anne Lautzenheiser
Anthony and Barbara Lavella
James and Esther Lawhon
Timothy Lawrence
Charles and Geraldine Lawson
Richard and Beverly Lawson
Lynnwood and Mary Lay
Richard Layman
Ronald and Stephanie Layman
Donald and Rebecca Layne
Judith Layne
Terry Leach
G. Allan and Toni Ledbetter
Terry and Deborah Ledford
Dewey and Genevieve Ledford
Sue Ledford
W. Lester Ledford (Deceased)
Philip and Lucinda Ledger
Dr. Biing-Lin and Jin-Shwu Lee
Clarence and Brenda Lee
May Lee
Oliver and Virginia Lee
Randy and Ann Lee
Clifford and Diane Lefevers II
Dr. Mary Leffell
2nd Lt. Gary and Margaret 
  Legault
Ahren Lehner
A. Odell Leinart
Rachel Lenhart
Neil and Ann Lentz
Leland and Connie Leonard
Marshall Lethco
James and Anne Levan III
Levi Strauss & Company
Christopher and Aimee Lewis
Harry Lewis
James Lewis, Jr.
John and Deborah Lewis
Jay and Marilyn Lewis
Rex and Pat Lewis
Dr. Fangxing Li
Dr. Guoming Lin
Lincoln Financial Group 
Foundation, Inc.
Gary and Amie Lindsay
Raymond and Rebecca 
  Lindsey, Jr.
Steven Lingar
John and Carol Link III
Dennis and Trisha Linkins
Arnold and Breatrice Litman
Lewis and Mary Little
Richard and Barbara Little
Dr. Chen-Chien Liu
Ke Liu
Bill Lloyd and Brenda Hagg
Steve Lobean
Lockheed Martin Corporation
David Locklear
Gary and Virginia Loflin
Thomas Logan
Bobby and Carole Logue
Colonel John and Susan  
  Lohr, Sr.
James Long
John and Gwen Long
Jonathan Long
William and Nancy Loose
Dr. Jeff and Sandra Lorber
Henri and Debra Lorberbaum
Deadrick and Nancy Loveday
Alan Loveless and Carla 
Howie-Loveless
Benjamin and Laura Lowe
Mack and Sandra Lowe
John and Alice Lowrance
Ted and Denise Lowrie
Dr. O. Raymond and Suzanne  
  Lowry III
LPL Financial Advisors
Dr. Baofu Lu
Daw and Jing-Meei Lu
Steven and Michele Lucas
Raymond and Joan Lund
Dr. Carl and Carole Lundin
Dr. Ted and Janet Lundy
Ling Luo
Ran Luo
William and Joy Luttrell
William and Nancy Lyndon
James and Gretchen Lynn
Mark and Karen Lynn, Jr.
Patrick Lynn
LyondellBasell Industries
Anthony and Susan Lyons
Hubert and Barbara Lytz, Jr.
Dr. Zhongguo Ma and 
Michelle Liao
Lois Mabry
Max Mabry (Deceased)
Brenden MacDonald
Daniel Machiela
David and Dianne MacIntire
Kevin and Shauna Mack
David MacKay
William and Betty Mackebee, Jr.
J. Dan and Wanda 
MacKintosh
Donald and Martha MacLeod
Malcolm and Elizabeth    
  MacNaught, Jr.
Richard and Gwynne Macon
James and Pamela Maddox III
Stephen Maddox
Francis and Deborah Maddux II
Kevin Magee
Eugene and Anna Magette
Ben and Kim Majalian
James and Beth Major, Jr.
Joseph and Jennifer Mallard III
Steve and Judith Mallard
Maurice and Vanessa Mallia
William and Robbye Malone
David Mandrus and             
  Dr. Veerle Keppens
Douglas and Kelly Mann
Darrell and Kathie Manning
Douglas Manning
George and Doris Manning
Harry and Linda Manson
Marathon Oil Company
Harvey and Mary Marcom, Jr.
Waldo and Kelly Margheim III
Peter and Kathy Markovich
Scott and Cynthia Markwell
Kenneth and Helen   
  Markwell, Jr.
Troy and Olga Marlar
James and Lynn Marlow
Robert and Ann Maroney
Michael and Eileen Marsh
Richard and Nancy Marsh
Duane and Emma Marshall
Jonathan Marston
Ademola Martin
David and Nancy Martin
Douglas and Kathleen Martin
James and Patricia Martin
Joan Martin
Paul Martin, Jr.
Phipps and Christine Martin
Ransom Martin, Jr. (Deceased)
Roy and Vera Martin
Sue Martin
Roger and Susan Martin
Thomas and Kathryn Martin
William Martin
John and Lillian Mashburn
Robert and Jean Mashburn II
Eric and JoAnn Mason
Larry and Jenifer Masters
John and Donna Matlock, Jr.
Connor and Marjorie 
  Matthews
John Platfoot and Rosemary 
  Mattson
David and Cheryl Baxwell
Alan Mayberry
Tammy Mayberry
David Mayfield
Robert and Karin Mayhew
Bryant Mayne
P. Claxton and Jane Mayo, Jr.
Fred and Florence Mayse
Mark and Pamela McAllister
James and Mary McBride
Lisa McBride
James and M. Colleen McCall
Dr. John and Sandra McCall
Michael and Mary McCarty
Harold and Suzanne McCaskey
Dr. Bill McClain, Sr. (Deceased)
Charles and Barbara 
  McClanahan
Dr. James McClanahan
David McClaskey
David and Marlene  
  McClellan, Jr.
Gordon James McClellan
Bobby and Laura McCoig, Jr.
Darris and Dr. Donna 
  McCollum
Oaklie and Katy McConnell
T. Stewart and Nancy 
  McCorkle
Hunter McCormack
Joseph and Patricia 
  McCormick, Jr.
Karl and Julia McCormick II
Herb and Ann McCoy, Jr.
Dr. M. D. McCullough and 
  Deanna McCroskey
Kent and Lucy McCune
Malcolm McCune
Stephen McDaniel
Daniel and Victoria 
  McDonald
Douglas McDonald
Edwin and Carla McDougle
Richard and Jane McElhaney
Dr. David and Dorothea 
  McElroy
Harold McFarland
Rodney and Marilyn 
  McFarland
Robert and Patricia McGarry
Scott and Michelle McGaughy
Thomas and Dr. Caroline 
  McGee
Tyler and Carly McGill
Dr. Vera McGill
Robert and Sandra McGinnis
James and Barbara McGirl
Robert and Barbara McGrath
Joseph and Dr. Sandra 
  McGuire
Dr. Carl and Betty McHargue
Frank McHenry
Donald McInnis
Raphael and Sharion McInnis
Joe and Ursula McInturff
Aubrey McKinney and     
  Karen Grubbs
Ryan and Jeanette McMahon
Patrick and Andrea McManus
Everett and Vera McMellon
James and Lora McNabb
Rebecca McNamee
Alan and Linda McNeely
Charles and Kelly McNeil
George and Lou McNutt, Jr.
Michelle McNutt
Charles McPherson
Christopher McQueen
Wallace and Patricia McRoy
James and Donna   
  McSpadden III
Samuel and Brenda 
McSpadden, Jr.
William McSpadden, Jr.
Stan McWaters
Walker and Shirley Meacham
Douglas and Katrina Meade
Erle and Patricia Medford
Medical Mutual of Ohio
Warren Medley
James and Jo Medlin
Medtronic Foundation
George and Charline Megar
Claire Meggs
Emerson Meggs
Pankaj and Nayana Mehta
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Charles Melcher
Alex and Patricia Melnikow
Merck & Company, Inc. 
  Foundation
Merit Construction, Inc.
George Meriwether
Walter and Sue Merrill
Stanley and Charlene Merritt
Leonard and Lori Messina
Metal Construction 
  Association
Dr. John Metzger
Marilyn Metzger
Michael Baker Corporation 
  Foundation
Thomas and Robin Michaels
Dr. David Middendorf
Dr. Don Midgett
Melonie Miles
Adam Miller
Daniel Miller
Duane Miller
Elizabeth Miller
Frederick Miller
Harry and Suzanne Miller, Jr.
James and Carol Miller
Dr. Terry and Joyce Miller
Leslie Miller, Sr. (Deceased)
Leslie and Molly Miller, Jr.
Michael and Carole Miller
Chuck and Mona Miller
Dr. William and Patricia 
  Miller, Jr.
Phillip and Patricia Miller
Sam and Drucilla Miller
Shirley Miller
Stephen and Margaret Miller
Walter Miller and Bonnie Kern
William and Frances Miller, Jr.
Andy and Paulette Milligan
Bobby and Lois Mills
Paul and Jacqueline Mills, Jr.
Victor and Marta Mills
Barry Millsaps
Leonard and Dorothy Milner
Dr. Tony and Elsie Min
Dr. Anne Minter
Michael Minter and 
  Dr. Patricia Minter
Jeffrey and Lori Minton
Jeffrey Miovech
Dr. Rebecca Mirsky
Joseph and Charlene 
  Mischlich
Dwayne Mitchell
R. Kyle and Kathi Mitchell
Mark Mitchell
Richard Mitchell
Captain Steve and Millie 
  Mitchell
Terry Mitchell
Mark Mize and Dr. Dara 
Eckerle-Mize
David Mize
Marie Moberly
Devendra Mody
Gary and Julia Moffatt
Robert and Karen Montague
Philip and Colleen 
  Montgomery
Robert and Betty Montgomery
Joe and Constance Moody
Mark and Patricia Moody
Robert and Melissa Moon II
Andrew and Dr. Pamela Moore
Christopher Moore
David Moore
Dr. James and Sara Moore
Joe and Peggy Moore
John E. Moore
John W. Moore (Deceased)
Kathryn Moore
S. Elliott and Lauren Moore
Mary Moore
Robert and Patricia Moore
Scott Moore
Russell and Debra Moorehead
Bryant Morgan
David Morgan
Dean Morgan (Deceased)
Edward Morgan
Jeremy and Eleanor Morgan
John Morgan
Lawrence Morgan
Joseph Moriarty
Diana Morris
Herbert and Mary Morris
Jams and Pamela Morris
Kieth and Susan Morris
Terrel and Lesley Morris
John and Martha Morris
Richard and Margriet Morris
Roger Morris
Kyle and Joyce Morrison
William and Myrna Morrow
Blonnie Moser
Oscar and Annie Moser, Jr.
Sigmund and Brenda Mosko
Motorola Foundation
Frederick and Kimberly 
  Mottley
Lowell and Sue Moultrie
John and Evelyn Moyers, Sr.
Mourice and Johnnie Msarsa
Joseph and Theresa Muenks
Rafeek Mughrabi
Patrick Munnelyn
Richard and Shirley Murdaugh
Jean Murdock
John and Betty Murphy, Jr.
John Murphy
Larry and Sharon Murphy
Peggy Murphy
Robert and Kelly Murphy
Sam Murphy, Jr. (Deceased)
Alvin and Valecia Murphy, Jr.
William and Patricia Murray
Richard and Gloria Murray
William Murrian III and  
  Carol Bryson
William and Bobbie Myers
Howard and Donna Myers
Richard Myers, Jr.
Rich Myers
Russell and Mildred Myers
Tommy Myers
Roy Mynatt, Jr. and Jo Ann 
  Burchett
Eric and Sarah Myracle
Larry and Pamela Myres
Samuel Edwards and Lisa Naas
Dr. Agnes Namkung
Thomas and Debra Nanney
Earnest Napier
James and Elizabeth Napier III
Randall and Thelma Nash
W. Ralph and Greer Nave
John and Cheryl Nehls
Mary Nehls
John and Tammy Neill
Andrew Nelius
Carolyn Nelson
Howard Nelson, Jr.
Lauren Nelson
Michael and Jill Nelson
Dejan Neskovic
Ernest and Martha Neubauer
Mark Neville
William and Cynthia Newman
Gary and Sylvia Newport
Jonathan Newton
Louis and Sibyl Newton
Thomas and Genevee Newton
Chung and Kitty Ng
Hal and Eleanor Nichols, Jr.
Thomas and Yvonne 
  Nightingale
Charles Niles III
Morris and Mildred Nimmo
Edward Nisbet
Bradley Nitzberg
Roy Noble, Jr.
Timothy Noles
Arnold and Huong Nordsieck
Kerry and Cindy Norman
Northrop Grumman 
  Foundation
John and Michelle Norton
Katherine Norwood
Dr. Richard Lillie and Grier 
  Novinger
Joseph and Paula Nowiczewski
Charles and Patricia Nunley
Fred and Mary Nunnery
David and Melinda Nye
Peggy Oakes
Willis Oakes (Deceased)
Bret O’Brein
R. Neil O’Brien (Deceased)
Thomas and Vivian O’Brien
Mark and Melinda Odom
Steve and Donna Odom
Dr. John and Judy Offutt
Timothy and Stephanie Ogden 
Richard and Barbara 
  Ohnmacht
Robert and Terry Olberding
Dr. Neal Oldham and Ushma 
  Shukla
John and Angela O’Leary
Edward E. Oliver
Stephen and Tena Oliver
Jonathan Olmstead
Omnova Solutions 
  Foundation
Clyde Orr (Deceased)
Donnie and Ollie Orr
M. Lorraine Orr
Gordon Osborn
Joyce Osborn (Deceased)
Bernie and Elizabeth Osborne
Ann O’Sten
Reverend Mary Ottinger
Charles and Dana Outlaw
Eleanora Overbey (Deceased)
James Overbey
Wesley Owen
Dennis and Jo Owens
Ricky and Susan Owens
Scott Owens
Russell Ozanne, Jr. (Deceased)
Charles Padgett (Deceased)
Delores Padgett
Jeffrey Page
Jonathan Page
Timothy and Leslie Page
Kevin and Betsy Palm
Bobby and Margaret Palmer
Sampath Panini
Brian and Catherine Pankow
Dattatreya Panse
Raul Paredes
James and Lauren Pareigis
Dr. Dharnidar Parikh
Parker Hannifin Foundation
Kenny and Anne Parker
Charles and Donna Parker
Robert and Dr. Lynne Parker
Jerry and Johanna Parkins
Gregory Parks
Joseph Parks
Samuel and Sara Parnell, Jr.
John and Jane Parran, Jr.
Jimmy and Oletha Parris
Margaret Parrott
Roy and Melanie Parrott
James and Georgia Parry
Dr. J. Roger Parsons, Jr. 
Thomas and Michele Parsons
Dr. C. Leon and Judith 
  Partain
Louise Pasqua
Randall and Jo Anne Pasqua
Brett and Kerrie Pasternak
Elwyn and Rubye Patch
William and Jenny Pate III
Stephen and Dana Patek
Ashok and Chetna Patel
Jagdish and Sumitra Patel
Lokanath and Basanti Patel
Dr. David and Joan Patterson
Dwight Patterson
Gregory Patterson
Reva Patterson (Deceased)
James Patton
Wes Patton, Jr. (Deceased)
Evelyn Patty
Dr. Richard and Theresa Pawel
Dr. Steven and Michelle Pawel
William and Angela Payne
Leslie Payne and Mary 
  Caldwell
PNC Financial Services Group
A. Thomas and Alice Peace, Jr.
Geoffrey and Polly Peckham
Eleanor Peebles
Frank Pellerin
Leonard Penland
James and Betsy Pentecost II
Charles and Catherine Perkins
Covert and Sara Perkins
Richard and Teresa Perry, Jr.
Joe and Peggy Pesterfield
Kyle Peters
M. Lee and Marguerite 
  Peterseim
Richard and Margaret Peugeot
E. Brent Pewitt
Joseph Peyton
Chad and Lila Pfleger
Dr. George and Marilyn Pharr
John and Patricia Phelps
Mark Phifer
Philips Electronics N.A. 
  Corporation
Phillips & Jordan, 
  Incorporated
Dr. Bobby and Brenda Phillips
James and Deborah Phillips II
Laurence and Patricia Phillips
Ronnie and Marjorie Phillips
Piedmont Natural Gas 
  Company, Inc.
Geraldine Pierce
H. Edwin and Carolyn   
  Pierce, Jr.
James Pierce III
James and Beth Pierce, Jr.
Michael Pierce
Norman Pih
Jennifer Pile
W. Andrew and Dorothy 
  Pinkley
Karl and Elayne Pisarik
Robert and Rose Pistole
Dr. W. Wilson and Ann Pitt, Jr.
Donald and Donna Pittman
Christopher and Nicole 
  Plucker
David and Deanna Poe
John Poindexter IV
Joseph and Delores Polk, Jr.
Steve Pollock and Bhavna 
  Patel-Pollock
Claudio and Mary Polo
Polyfoam Products
Tye Ponder
Michael and Sharon Poore
Ray and Susan Pope
John and Ruth Porter
Greg and Julie Porter
Daniel Posey
Clarence and Valerie Potter, Sr.
William and Frances Potter
Margaret Powell (Deceased)
Mark and Margaret Powell
Robert Powell
Shirley Powell
Troy Powell
Power & Telephone Supply 
Company
Jeffrey and Tamara Powers
James and Leslie Powers
Trent and Deborah Powers
Mohan and Kathryn Prasad
Daniel and Nancy Pratt
Wallace Prescott
Jean Pressly
John and Virginia Price
Michael and Mary Price
Professional Engineers, Inc.
Progress Energy Service 
  Company, LLC
Nina Psihogios
Rebecca Puckett
Will and Henrietta Pugh
Roy and Pettye Pugh
Dr. Thomas and Sharon  
  Pugh, Jr.
Homer and Barbara Purcell
Michael Purnell
Shawn Quilter
Dr. Igor Quinones-Garcia
David and Leslie Rader
Quentin and Jeni Ragan
Dr. Gary and Joyce Ragsdale
D. Danny and Evelyn 
  Rahnema
James Raines
Brandon Raissian
Gajen Rajput
Thomas Ramke, Jr.
Dr. Howard and Nanci Rand
Joshua and Kristen Randall
Gerald and Deidre Randles
James Randolph, Jr.
Lewis and Nan Rankin
Charles Rann
James and Elizabeth Ransdell
John Rasbury
Dr. Mark  and Niki Rasnake
William and Sharon Rasnick
Jonathan Rawlston
Winston and Susan Rawlston
Thomas and Deborah Ray
Raytheon Company
Clell Reagan (Deceased)
Jason and Jill Reagan
James and Gloria Redden
Robert and Donna Reece
Harold and Alice Reed
Dr. Danny and Judy Reed
Edwin Reed, Jr.
Drs. Gregory and Sandra Reed
Homer and Barbara Reed, Jr.
James and Janice Reed
Kenneth and Nancy Reed
Dr. Edward and Delta Reedy
Joe Reedy
Felix and Billie Rees
Henry Reeves, Jr. (Deceased)
David and Hang Regenold
Richard and Ashley Remeta, Jr.
James and Patricia Render
Grady and Emmalee Renfro
L. Jan Renfro
Rentenbach Constructors 
  Incorporated
Robert Rentenbach
George and Margaret 
  Rentschler III
Reynolds, Smith and Hills, Inc.
Paul and Norma Reynolds
Carolyn Rezler
B. Rodney and Althea Rhodes
Charles Rhodes (Deceased)
Kathy Rhodes
Rhodia, Inc.
Brent and Jennie Rhymes
Donald and Susan B. Rhyne, Jr.
A. H. and Dana Rice
Dr. Stephen and Helen 
  Richards, Jr.
Donald Richardson (Deceased)
Marseilia Richardson
Peter and Mary Richardson
Ralph and Rose Richardson
Ernest and Barbara Richey
Thomas and Barbara 
  Richmond
Robert and Billie Rickman
Gregory and Deborah Riddle
Jack and Carol Riddle
Ralph and Bonnie Rieben
Kevin and Stephanie Riggs
Steven and Kellie Riggs
Warren Riggs and Patricia 
  Lawson
Ronald and Betty Riley
William and Ruth Riley, Jr.
Christopher Rines
Helen Rinker
Dr. Frank Riordan, Jr.
John and Kitty Ripley
Marlin and Wilma Ritchie
Dr. Joseph and Bonnie Rives III
Jon and Mintha Roach
D. Frank and Sylvia Roan
Robert and Carolyn Robards
Valeria Roberson
Robert G. Campbell & 
  Associates
Carey Roberts
Kevin Roberts
Nancy Roberts
Robin Roberts
Ronald and Ruth Roberts
Wayne Roberts
William Roberts
Drs. J. Lee and Janet 
  Robertson
Joe and Adele Robertson
D. Wayne and Alice Robinson
J. Michael Robinson
Kevin Robinson
Ross Robinson
David and Dr. Sharon 
  Robinson
Raymond and Betty Rochat
Clarence Rochat
Hazel Rochat (Deceased)
Dr. James and Barbara 
  Rochelle
Russell and Alison Rochelle
Medford and Nancy Rockstroh
Joseph and Susan Rodgers
Daniel and Denise Roeder
Thomas and Anita Rogers
Daniel and Diane Rogers
James and Danielle Rogers
Farris and Jean Rogers
Mary Rogers
Merry Rogers
Michael and Brenda Rogers
Thomas and Allison Rogers
Colonel William Rogers
F. Donald and Betty 
  Rohrbaugh
Joseph and Marie Roman
Michael Romer
Barry and Winefred Romoser
Patrick and Micah Rooke
James and Anna Ralph
Jeffrey and Kelly Rose
Paul and Nancy Rose
Stephen and Terri Rose
Richard and Esther Rosenberg
Peter Rosenblad
Michael Ross
Robert and Angelia Ross, Jr.
Howard and Janice Rosser
James Rossman
David and Josephine 
  Rotenberry
Robert and Alice Roth
Nathan Rowe
Moss Freedman and Krista 
  Ruane
Ronald and Cheryl Rucker
Jeffrey and Cameron Ruddy
Harold Runyan
Gregory and Sarah Ruple
Mary Ruth Russell
Edward Rutter, Jr. (Deceased)
J. Pat and Doris Rynd, Jr.
S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc.
Raphael Saddler
Charles and Nancy Salstrand
Anthony Salyers
Bobby and Lynda Sammons
John and Melynda Sammons
Elbert and Elizabeth Sanders, Jr.
Eugene and Anna Sanders
David and Pamela Sandidge
William Sapp and M. Allison 
  Burdette
Jagadishchandra and Veena 
  Sarnaik
SAS Institute, Inc.
James and Lynda Sattler
Tony and Marcia Sawan
Yohan Sawant
Michael and Cheryl Sawyers 
Walter and Myrna Scales
James and Mary Scalf
Stanley and Penny Scates
Robert and Lucy Schell
Julia Schelly
Schering-Plough Foundation, 
  Inc.
Donald Schiesswohl
Gerald and Elise Schmidt
Dr. Monica Schmidt
Schneider Electric/Square D. 
  Foundation
Elizabeth Schoepfle
Richard Schreiber
Scott Schriver
Glenn Schroeder and Teresa 
  McNabb
Gregory Schultz
Ralph and Judy Schurig
Michael Schwandt
Bob and Laura Schwartz
Science Applications 
  International Corporation
Scientific-Atlanta, Inc.
Kyle Scoble
Dr. Charles an Alice Scott
Andrew Scott
Charles Scott
Dan and Sue Scott
Edward and Marlene Scott
Jason and Freedom Scott
Gaston and Linda Scott
Gerald and Katherine Scott
Dewayne and Kaye Scott
Joe and Leanne Scott
Loretta Scott (Deceased)
Michael Scott
Mitch Scott and Jacqueline 
  Dixon
R. Gary and Gloria Scott
Herbert Scull, Jr. (Deceased)
Roberta Scull
Aaron and Tara Seagle
Ernest and Martha Seagle
R. Terry Seaman and Susan 
  Schaefer
Charles and Delores Searcy
Shu-Jung Sears
H. Carlton Seaver (Deceased)
Jeanne Seaver
Robert Seeley
Jonathan and Donna Seely
John and Susan Self
Bob Sells
William and Peggy Seneker
Charles and Susan Senn
Bernard and Susan Sepaniak, Jr.
Michael and Sandra 
  Serkownek
Dr. Charles and Nancy 
  Sessions
Gray and Juletta Settle
Alfred Sewell, Jr.
Keven and Angela Sexton
John and Debra Sexton
Hugh Shackelford (Deceased)
Bob and Anne Shafer
Douglas Shaffer
Michael and Rhonda Shaffner
Virendra Shah
Robert and Elizabeth Shannon
Dr. Thomas and Patricia 
  Shannon
Gerald Sharp
Dr. Jason Sharp
Kenneth Sasteen and Sabrina   
  Wong-Shasteen
Charles and Lynne Shaw
Thomas and Patricia Shea
Barry and Hilda Sheffield
Shell Oil Company 
  Foundation
Berry and Holly Shelton III
Brian Shelton
Clark and Tania Shelton
David Shelton
Michael and Iris Shelton
Thomas and Kathryn Shelton
William Shelton and Bernice 
  Jones
Kenneth Shepard and Mary    
  Collins-Shepard
Sherman-Dixie Concrete 
  Industries
David Sherrod 
Fred and Katie Sherrod
Ted Sherrod
Steven Sherwood, Jr.
Dr. Ken Shih
Tony and Lynda Shipley
Charles and Sally Shipp
E. Tyler and Sheryl Shoman
Shonos In City
James and Roberta Shoopman
Gary and Dianna Short
Lt. Colonel Steve and          
  Marianne Short
David Shull and Dorothy 
  Hodge
Dr. Wilbur and Sue Shults
Dr. Starling and Peggy 
  Shumate II
Jason and Layna Shuppert
James and Jane Sidwell, Jr.
Siemens Energy, Inc.
Siemens Medical Solutions        
  USA, Inc.
Daniel and Cheryl Sigmon
Dr. Curtis and Patsy Siller, Jr.
Merav Siman-Tov
Robert and Mary Simmons
Bradley and Pamela Simpson
Claude Simpson
Howard and Maxie Simpson
John and Barbara Simpson
John and Shannon Simpson
Ralph and Tina Simpson
Scott and Sandra Simpson
Robert and Tammy Simpson II
David Sims, Jr.
Larry and Barbara Sims
Gregory and Lisa Sipf
Sizemore Frederick, Inc.
James Skeen
Captain Mark Skillman 
Jason Skinner
Scott and Stacy Slabaugh
Dr. Charles and Rosaline 
  Slater
Joe Slaughter
Colonel Barnett Sledge
R. Pauline Sledge (Deceased)
Ira Sliger, Jr.
Small Bear Techincal 
  Consulting, LLC
Robert and Joan Smartt, Jr.
Ralph Smathers
Gene and Martha Smelser
Alden Smith
Brantley and Vicki Smith, Jr.
Brian Smith and Sherisse 
  Janssen
Dean and Carolyn Smith
Cheryl Smith 
Dr. C. Russell and Carolyn 
  Smith III
David and Cynthia Smith
Darryl and Deborah Smith
Dr. David and Betsy Smith
James and Mary Smith, III
Hugh and Jan Smith, Jr.
Jeffrey and Pamela Smith
Jeremy Smith
Robert and Karen Smith
Dr. L. Montgomery Smith
Linda Smith
David and Lucy Smith
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Mark and Jamye Smith
Robert Smith
Dr. Rosanne Smith
Stephen and Stacy Smith
Theodore Smith
Todd and Julia Smith
James and Margaret Smithey
A. Leon Smothers
Fern Smyre
Snell Memorial Foundation, 
  Inc.
Charles and Ann Snodgrass
Linda Snodgrass
Thomas and Mary Snodgrass
Spencer and Lynda Snook
James Snyder
Kevin and Vanessa Snyder
Dr. William and Margaret 
  Snyder
Hong and Sunnie Son
David and Pamela Soukup
Robert and Katherine Southall
James Southerland and Joan 
  Tatum
Southern Company Services, 
  Inc.
Brian and Angela Southern
Joseph Sowa and Jill 
  Blackwelder
George and Ann Spencer
Richard and Laura Spickard
Emil and Landra Spieth
Charles and Sheree Spoons
Kathleen Spring
Kent Springer
Dr. Joe and Rhonda Spruiell
Merry Spurrier
SSOE, Inc.
Robert St. Clair and Carla 
  Bowden
Robert and Patsy Stacy
Larry Stafford and Charlotte 
  Brown
Richard Stair
Dr. Robert and Jane   
  Stammer, Jr.
James and Lara Stamper
Margaret Stamper
Alice Stargel
Larry Stargel
Elizabeth Starke
Ralf Starke and Gerlinde 
  Cemnitz
John and Melissa Starkweather
Michael and Tina Steele
Richard Steele
Joshua Scott Steelman
Robert and Melissa Steffey
John Stelling III
Bernard Stengle
Wayne and Nira Stephens
John and Teresa Sterchi
Steven and Susan Stethen
Duane and Felecia Stevens
Alexander and Margaret 
  Stevenson
John and Dalys Stevenson
David Stewart
Gene and Mildred Stewart
Jack and Kathleen Stewart
Dr. John Stewart II
Tina Stewart
Gene and Cecil Stickle
Dr. Douglas Stickle
Frederick Stiles
Harold and Amy Stiles, Jr.
Jerry and Gwen Stimely
Bruce and Martha Stone
Bryan Stone
James and Cynthia Stone
Daniel and Sylvia Stone
Dr. William and Anne Stone
W. Keith and Brooke Story
Donald and Kathleen Stout
Evangelos and Donna Stoyas
John Strain
Randall and Nancy Strain
Dr. Edward and Diane  
  Straker, Sr.
William Strom and Kristen 
  Yoder
Eric Stublefield
Mark and Elisa Stucker
Student Organizations Fund
Peter and Inge Studer
Eugene and Evelyn Stutz
Hubert and Elizabeth Styles
David Su
Jeng-Hon Su and Flora Wei
Sam and Gladys Sullins, Jr.
John Sullivan and Myra           
  Askins-Sullivan
Richard Sullivan
James Summerour
Philip Sumners
Johnny Sutton
William and Michelle 
  Swallows
Jessica Swanson
F. Richard Swearingen
Michael and Valerie 
  Swiatkowski
David and Natalie Swindell
Michael Swindeman
Everett and Mary Swingle
Joseph and Madeline Sylve III
Frederick and Vivienne 
  Symonds
Mike and Debi Szymanski
J. Michael and Elizabeth Tagg
Richard and Susan Tallent
James and Rosemary Talley III
John Talone, Jr.
Clyde and Elizabeth Tant III
Earnest and Wanda Tate
Bemis Tatem, Jr. (Deceased)
Caroline Tatem
David and Joanne Taylor
David and Lois Taylor
Donald Taylor and Beulah 
  Smith
Jane Taylor
Joshua and J. Amanda Taylor
Laura Taylor 
Lee and Kori Taylor II
Phillip and Cheryl Taylor
Randal and Vicki Taylor
Ronald Taylor
Thomas and Karen Taylor
Lisa Tealer
Vinaychandra and Indu Tejani
Tellabs Foundation
Tellabs Inc.
Temple-Inland Foundation
Mark and Patricia Templeton
Adam Terrill
Brent Terry
James and Carol Tevepaugh, Jr.
Texas Gas Transmission, LLC
Texas Instruments Foundation
The Capital Group 
  Companies, Inc.
The Curtis L. Carlson Family 
  Foundation
Keith Thelen
Brian Thomas
James Thomas and Ruth 
  Javrell
James and Angela Thomas
Richard and Jamie Thomas
Kenneth and Sharon Thomas
L. Clay and Mary Thomas
Paula Thomas
Drs. Nurhan and Sandra 
  Takvoryan
Stephenson Thomas IV
Paul and Charlotte Thompson
Dr. Daniel Thompson
Dr. David Thompson
G. Kevin and Sherrie 
  Thompson
Jack Thompson
James and Jo Thompson
John and Jill Thompson
Lemuel Thompson and              
  Heidi Bamesberger
Timothy and Lisa Thompson
Nancy Thompson
Nicholas Thompson
Ronald Thompson (Deceased)
Robert and Kaye Thornton, Jr.
Ronald and Sheila Thornton
Thomas and Judy Thorpe
Christopher and Lois 
  Threlkeld
H. Ray and Lois Threlkeld
G. J. and Elizabeth  
  Thurmond, III
Dr. John and Janet Tidwell
A. King and Louise Tilley
Jonathan and Sarah Tilley
James and Tracy Tilson, Jr.
William Tindal
James and Lila Tinkoff
Michael and Christina 
  Tippens
Denis and Hazel Tippo
Kuldip Tiwana
Leo and Irene Tohill, Jr.
Dr. Leon Tolbert and  
  Dr. Yan Xu
Mark Tolson
James Tombras
Edward Tomlinson and Carol 
  Wooten
Mark and Irene Toner
Curtis Tong
David and Malinda Torbett
William and Marjorie Towers
George and Joyce Trail, Jr.
Matthew Treglia
Allen Trentham
Darrell Trimble and Deena 
  James
David Trivett and Nancy 
  Huffine
TRMCA Scholarship 
  Foundation
Dr. Kenneth and Michele     
  Trofatter, Jr. 
L. Roby and Elinor Trotter
Troy Trotter
William and Joyce Troxler
Lee and Lynn Truitt
Max and Kathy Trundle
William and Virginia Truran
H. Thomas and Chun Tsai
Robert and Mary Tuck
Russell and Martha Tucker
Anthony Turner
Donald Turner, Jr.
Gerald and Jennifer Turner
Roy and Lisa Turner
Tyco International, Inc.
Tyler Construction Engineers
H. Park and Theresa Tyler
Victor and Elfreda Tyler
Von Tyler, Jr.
W. Douglas and Lorene 
  Ufferman
Granvel and Elsie  
  Underwood, Sr.
Robert and Joyce Underwood
Roger and Teresa Underwood
United Technologies 
  Corporation
Unum Group, Inc.
Drs. Belle and Nirmala 
  Upadhyaya
UPS Foundation, Inc.
Michael and Carrie Upshaw, Jr.
Dr. Thomas and Cynthia 
  Urbanik II
Peter and Carol Urgola
Jeffery and Dawn Utley
Forrest and Karen Utsman
Charles and Catherine Vaaler
Chris and Brandy 
  Vachtsevanos
James and Edith Valentine
Anthony Valk and Kathryn       
  Taylor-Valk
Daniel and Pamela Vallelian
Fred and Anna Van Aken
John and Teresa Van Hooser, Jr.
Claude and Edith Vance, Jr.
Charles and Jan Vandenbulck
Dr. Bradley Vander Zanden
Glenn and Dr. Linda 
  Vandergriff
Marion and Paula Vaneaton
Jonathan and Tracey Vanhook
John and Rebecca Vanhooser
Katherine VanHooser
John Vanlandingham and         
  Robin Stone
Ronald and Cynthia Vantrease
Jose and Jenny Vargas
Dr. William and Geraldine 
  Vaughan
James and Lynda Vaughn
Thomas and Sue Vaughn
VC3, Inc.
Jennifer Verner
Vextec Corporation
James and Johnnie     
  Vineyard, Sr.
Vision Development Group, 
  LLC
Christopher and Linda 
  Vittetoe
Dr. Edward and Elizabeth Von 
  Halle
Mark Von Nieda
Steven and Doris Voorhees
Matthew Vrba
Dennis and Donna Vroom
Wachovia Foundation
Anne Wade
Kathleen Wage
Charles and Nancy Wagner III
David Wagner
James Wagner
Robert Wagner and Janet 
  Thigpen
Robert Waldron
Mrs. Bertha Walker
Christopher and L. A. Walker
J. Steven and Denise Walker
Sandra Walker
Walter Walker
Douglas and Ann Wall
Robert and Wilma Wall
William and Anne Wall, Jr.
Brent and Kristy Wallen
John Walling
Earnest Brunner and Adrienne 
  Walls-Brunner
Fred and Joyce Walpole
James and Patricia Walsh
Christopher and Sherry 
  Walters
Dr. Yin Wang
Joanne Ward
Robert and Antoinette Ward
Thomas Ward
William and Kelli Ward
William and Carmen Warde
Greg and Liz Warner
Thomas and Dr. Noranna 
  Warner
Curtis and Alfiya Warnick
Donald and Judith Warren
Joe Warren
T. Martin Warran (Deceased)
William and Angela 
  Washington
James Waters
Marion Waters III
Terry and Carole Waters
Edwin and Andrea Watkins
Frank Watkins, Jr.
Howard Watson
Dr. Jack and Patricia Watson
G. Dennis and Karen Watson
Mark Watson and Debra Goad
Sarry and Linda Watts
David Weatherly
Harley and Linda Weatherly
James Weatherly
Sarah Weatherly (Deceased)
Charles Weaver and Marywill 
  Hammock
Charles and Kristin Weaver, Jr.
Martha Weaver
Patricia Weaver
Ralph and Judith Weaver
Drs. Samuel and Carol Weaver
Christopher and Michele 
  Webb
Aaron and Lillian Webb
Dr. Oren and Mary Webb
Bernard and Mitzie Weber
Chia-Li Wei
Dr. David and Sharon Welch
Robert and Ruth Wells
Steven and Anjanette Welsh
Thomas and Katharine West, Jr.
L. Elwood West
Mary West
Dr. Jerry and Nancy 
  Westbrook
Ricard and Kathy Westbrook III
Henry Westerhof
Gordon and Donna Wheeler
John and Lynn Wheeler
B. Otto and Kathleen Wheeley
Timothy and Amy Wheelock
James and Nan Whisman
Brian and Angela Whitaker
Asa and Ann Whitaker, Jr.
Dempsey and Katherine White
James and Ann White
Jon and Kelly White
Lester and Alyene White
Margaret White
Robert White and Melanie 
  Eaton
Robert and Ruth White
Stanford White, Jr. and Mary 
  Thornton
Tamara White
Terry Whitt
James and Virginia Whitten
Anatia Whittenburg
Stephen and Catherine 
  Whittier
Gary and Sherre Wicks, Sr.
Stephen Widner
Dr. Richard Wiesehuegel
Wilbur Smith Associates, Inc.
Montgomery Wilder
Evert Wilkerson and Nancy 
  Campbell
Harold Wilkey and Mary 
  Young
Thomas Wilkie, Jr. (Deceased)
Frost and Susan Wilkinson
Williams Companies       
  Foundation, Inc.
Charles and Oliver Williams, Jr.
David and Carroll Williams
Deirdre Williams
Etta Williams
George and Sue Williams, Jr.
H. H. Williams, Jr. and              
  Trudy Harwell
James and Linda Williams, Jr.
John Williams
John and Kay Williams
Marcus and Judy Williams
Stephen and Nina Williams
Robert and Barbara Williams
David Williamson
Edward and Betty Williamson
James and Sunny Williamson
Warren and Deborah 
  Williamson
Frank and Rhonda Willis
Frank and Dawn Willis
Marvin and Wilda Willis
Ron Willis
D. Scott and Buffy Wilmoth
Kenneth and Helen Wilmoth
Alicia Wilson
James and Ann Wilson
Hubert Wilson
Jeffrey Wilson
Joseph and Glynda Wilson
Joshua Wilson
Kenneth and Arlene Wilson
Dr. Christopher and Tammy 
  Wilson
Cecelia Winfrey
Winstead Foundation
Irene Wiren
William Wiren, Jr. (Deceased)
Edward and Linda Wiseman
Dr. Ray and Kelly Witmer, Jr.
W. Robert and Sylvia Witt
Ted Witt
Don and Ethel Wittenberg
Thomas and Patricia Witty
David and Donna Wohlscheid
Charles and Jacquelyn Wolfe
Helen Wolfe
Richard Wolfe
Kim Woliver
Dr. Kwai and Noella Wong
Dr. Russell Wong and Dr. 
Trishna Ray-Chaudhuri
Arthur Wood
Darren and Michelle Wood
Eric and Jennifer Wood
Joe and Amy Wood
Joel and Nancy Wood
Scott and Molly Wood
Rodney and Margaret Wood
Thomas Eddie Wood
W. Lewis and Jane Wood, Jr.
Courtney Woods
Ray and Marian Woods
David Word
E. Prentys and Thelma    
  Word, Jr.
World Scientific Publishing
WPC Engineering, 
  Environmental & 
  Construction Services
Isaac and Giovanna Wright, Jr.
John and Lisa Wright
Writing Improvement Network
Charles and Rosalyn Wyatt
Shaofan Xu and Jie Zhu
Dr. Shiqiang Xu
Dr. Michael and Yongqing 
  Yang
Dr. Swe-Wong Yang
Donald and Rachel Yarbrough
Richard Yarbrough
Drs. Robert and Mary Yates
Damodara and Kimberly 
  Yeddulayagari
Priscilla Yee
Todd and Sherry Yeisley
Dr. Siak Yeo
Chung Ying
Dr. Woo and Soon Yoon
Dr. Lynn York
Robert and Judith Yost
Donald and Laura Young
John and Laura Young
Mary Young
Randall and Melissa Young
Paul and Susan Young
Ralph Young
Robert Young
Thomas and Judith 
  Youngblood, Jr.
Paul Gorky and Donna  
  Young-Gorky
Dr. Feng Yu
Dr. Zach and Sunitha Zacharia
Tom and Barbara Zanin
Eric and Elaine Zeanah
Dr. Mike and Grace Ziegler
Ronald and Pamela Ziegler
William and Linda Zielke
Dr. Kenneth and Amy 
  Zieminski
Charles and Becky 
  Zimmerman
Gregory and Kay Zimmerman
James and Betty Zimmerman
Leadership Annual 
Giving – Fiscal Year 
2008-09
As part of The Campaign for 
Tennessee, the University 
of Tennessee began a new 
emphasis on annual giving, 
designating categories for four 
leadership levels – bronze, 
silver, gold, and platinum. 
These are gifts of any amount 
directed towards the College 
Fund for Engineering.*  
Listed here are Leadership 
level donors for the fiscal year 
July 1, 2008-June 30, 2009
Platinum $10,000 and above
John and Ann Tickle
Gold $5,000-9,999
Howard and Debra Chambers
Dr. Wayne and Sylvia Davis
William and Noel Wade, Jr.
Silver $2, 500-4,999
Timothy and Christine 
  Covington
Gene and Bettye Koonce
Brye and Kara Mitchell
John and Virginia Price
Donald and Marian Savage
Richard and Marilyn Snead
Bronze $1,000-2,499
Kenneth Baxter
Samuel and Patsy Bettis
Even Collinsworth, Jr.
Harry and Linda Denardo
Dennis and Constance 
  Denihan
Dr. Robert and Lou Dorsey
Jerry and Janet Gannaway
Ted and Kimberly Greene
Thomas Harned
Paul and Dolores Hight
Chad and Ann Holliday
David and Cynthia Holt
Dr. Ted and Janet Lundy
Kenneth and Helen Markwell
Robert and Jean Mashburn
Robert and Kelly Murphy
James Porter and Debbie 
  Grubbe
Tony and Lynda Shipley
Dr. William and Margaret 
  Snyder
Matthew and Kathy Stroop
James and Rosemary Talley III
Thomas and Judy Thorpe
Charles and Jan Vandenbulck
Dr. Swe-Wong Yang
Donald and Rachel Yarbrough
Joe and Peg Moore
*The College Fund for 
Engineering was created in fall 
2008 replacing the Engineering 
Enrichment Fund. So for this 
year we are also including our 
Engineering Enrichment Fund 
donors.
Electrical Engineering 
& Computer Science 
– the Min H. Kao 
Challenge
In addition to the gift 
enabling the college to 
build a major new building 
for Electrical Engineering 
and Computer Science, 
Dr. and Mrs. Min H. Kao 
also gave $5 million  to 
establish endowments to 
support the Department 
of Electrical Engineering 
and Computer Science and 
challenged others to raise 
an additional $5 million for 
the department.  Qualifying 
gifts included new gifts and 
pledges to the department’s 
enrichment and excellence 
accounts; the department’s 
scholarship and fellowship 
accounts; and new funds 
and endowments created 
for general enrichment, 
scholarships, fellowships, and 
professorships. The challenge 
was successfully realized 
spring 2009 thanks to the 
generosity of the donors listed 
below.
A. Keith and Loren Abbott
Alton and Jane Adams
Andy and Brooke Adams
Chris and Jamie Adams
Alcoa Foundation
Allegro MicroSystems, Inc.
Clifford and Beth Ann    
  Allen, Jr.
Michael and Susanne 
  Anderson
Leon and Brenda Andy, Jr.
Earl and Roberta Anspach
Robert and Shannon Ardis III
Rodney Armstrong
Ralph and Gloria Atchley
Blake and Alene Atkins
Rufus and Marian Ault
B & W Y-12 Technical 
  Services, LLC
Jon Baker
Kenneth and Maureen    
  Baker, Jr.
Joseph and K. Michelle 
  Baldwin
Kevin Barfield
James and Juanita Barnes
Roy and Lois Barnes
Philip and Ellen Barnhart
Thomas and Marceline Barton
James and Dena Bass
George and Emma Bates
Kenneth Baxter
Thomas and Jean Becker
Dorothy Bedwell
Willard Bedwell, Jr. (Deceased)
Phil and Traci Begley
Ralph Begun
BellSouth Corporation
Dr. John and Claudette 
  Bennett
Mark and Beverly Bensen
Dr. Timothy and Janet Bigelow
Daniel Bindbeutel
Dr. David and Jacqueline 
  Binkley
Gerald and Marie Bishop
Dr. James and Patricia Blair
Allen and Lisa Blalock
Allene Blalock
Maxie and Karen Blalock
Benjamin and Melissa Blalock
Travis and Mary Blalock
W. Byron and Betty Bledsoe
Nicky and Dee Blount
Lisa Blue
Dr. Robert and Sally     
  Bodenheimer, Sr.
William Boegly
Boeing Company Foundation
William and Ann Booth
Dr. B.K. and Arati Bose
Dr. Donald and Karen 
  Bouldin
Ernest and Laura Bowles
Reggie Bowlin
Jeffery Bowman
William and Mary Boyd
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Dr. Joyceen Boyle
William and Barbara Boyte
Howard Brackney
Michael and Cynthia Brady
Thomas and Susan Brewington
John Briggs
Robert and Lora Broady
Joseph and Betty Broome
Drs. Louis and Ruth 
  Browning, Jr.
James and Beverly Buchanan
Dr. Anna Buczak
Alan and Laurie Pabreza
Christopher Burnette
Horace and Juanita Burnette
Howard and Mary Burris
Alfred and Phyllis Burzese
Vincent Burzese
Frances Byrne
Cadre5
Edward Calcote
James Campbell, Jr.
Kenneth and Crystal Cardwell
Gary and JoAnn Carrington
James Carson III (Deceased)
William and Maria Casaday
James and Gay Casey, Jr.
Dr. Michael and Jane Casey
Billy Chang
Tammy Chang
Dr. Chi Hau and Wanda Chen
Samuel and Caroline Chism, Jr.
Walter and Theresa 
  Christopher
Steven and Nanette Clevenger
Howard Cockrum and            
  Mildred Knight
A. B. and Rose Coleman
Stephen and Mary Coleman
Joshua Combs
Dr. J. Alvin and Mary 
  Connelly
Michael Connolly and Tiare 
  Yim
Craig Cook
George Cook
Kenneth and Julie Cookson
Fred and Kathleen Cooper
Gary and Cynthia Cormany
Clinton Courtney
Peggy Courtney (Deceased)
Karl and Angela Covington
Michael and Jackie Crabtree
Shelby Cradic
Jerry and Ellalyn Crossno
Glyn and Mary Crossno
James Cumby
Alexander and Jill  
  Cuningham III
Debra Cuningham
D. Mark and Lisa 
  Cunningham
Patrick and Melinda 
  Curtsinger
Thel Cuthbert-Stevens
James and Cathy Davidson
Edward and Sandra   
  Davidson, Jr.
DENSO Manufacturing     
  Tennessee, Inc.
D. P. and Judith Dodd
Michael Dodd and Meredith 
Anchan-Dodd
Bron Dodds
John and Marilyn Douglas
Dr. Terry and Rosann 
  Douglass
Bob and Sheryl Draime, Jr.
Kenneth and Janis Drinnon
Mark and Lori Dudek
Daniel and Laurie Duhan
Giels and Wynona Dye
Jeffrey Eagen
Kari Eagen
Eaton Corporation
Jim and Janet Eddins
Gary and Helen Edmonds
Ralph and Maggie Edwards II
Scott and Michelle Eisenhart
Mandy Elgan
Dr. Samir El-Ghazaly
Carlisle Evans, Jr. (Deceased)
Mike and Natalie Evans
Dr. William and Jenny 
  Eversole
Joe and Martha Exum, Sr.
ExxonMobile Foundation
James and Linda Fairris
Ray Farmer
Alan Fennema
James and Jennifer Ferrell III
Mary Fisher (Deceased)
William Fisher
Barry and Kay Fittes
George Flew
James and Virginia Fly
FMC Technologies 
  Foundation
Ford Motor Company Fund
FPL Group Foundation, Inc.
Franklin Frye
Oneal and Mary Fullwood
Craig and Teresa Gale
Lucas Gayk
James Geiger
V. Jeanne Geiger (Deceased)
General Electric Foundation
Christopher and Michelle 
  Gentry
Robert and Joan Gibson
James and Beth Gillespie
Jack and Martha Glandon
GlaxoSmithKline Foundation
Robert and Joni Goan
Phillip and Jennie Goff
James Goldston (Deceased)
Sandra Goldston
Dr. Joseph and Betty Googe, Sr.
Dr. Paul and Cynthia Googe
Roxane Googin
Stanley and Penelope Gourse
Janet Grace
Dr. John and Brenda Gray
Ronald and Sally Green
Larry and Jan Greene
Billy and Sandra Grimm
Christopher and Wendy 
  Grobicki
John and Debbie Grubb
Kenneth and Teresa Guess
Dr. Michael Guillorn and       
  Meagan Shea
Florine Hager
James and Mary Ann Hager, Jr.
James Hager (Deceased)
William and Linda Hall
Ron Haralson
Wayne and Vicki Hardin
Dr. Harold Hargreaves
Harley-Davidson Motor 
  Company USA
James and Patricia Harper
Jim and Kelly Harred
N. Jay and Barbara Harris
S. T. Harris (Deceased)
Henry and Annease Hastings
Lillian Hatfield
William Hawkins
Douglas and Betty Hays
Lee and Jill Headrick
Roy and Patricia Heifner, Jr.
Daniel and Lois Henderson
Ronald and Kathy Henderson
C. David and Zena Hester
Hewlett-Packard Corporation
John Hickey III
Dr. Charles and Joyce 
  Hickman
Edward and Marie Hildreth
Anthony Hill
Donald and Susan Hillon
James and S. Marquita Hobbs
Leo and Patricia Holland
W. Timothy and Virginia Spini
Honeywell International  
  Foundation, Inc.
James and Joanne Hooker
William and Gretel Hooper
Dr. Steven Horner
James and Jan Huddleston
John Humphrey
Jerry and Mildred Hunt
Kenneth and Dianne Hurt
IBM International Foundation
IEEE New Hampshire Section
II-VI Foundation
Incentive Publications
Ingersoll-Rand Company
International Assurance of 
  Tennessee, Inc.
Dr. Syed and Mita Islam
Alfred and Sandra Jablonski
Maurice and Nancy Jackson
Ryan Jarrett
James and Mary Jenkins
Johnson Controls Foundation
Albert Johnson, Jr.
Dixie Johnson (Deceased)
Elizabeth Johnson
Dr. George and Judith 
  Johnson
Larry and Rita Johnson
Lawton and Vicki Johnston
Neil and Diane Jones
Jay and Marilyn Jones
Lawrence and Casey Jugler
Timothy Julian and Teresa 
  Potter
Drs. James and Lauren 
  Kalshoven, Jr.
Sellamuthu Kanagaraj and       
  Prabha Selvaraj
Albert and Pamela Kennedy III
Dr. Eldredge and Lynda 
  Kennedy
Michael and Cynthia Kerr
Jeramie and Christy Keys
J. Steven and Julie Kidwell
Kimberly-Clark Foundation
Adolphus and Pamela King, Jr.
Louis King
Lynn King
Mark and Debra King
Gregory and Sherry King
Sunir and Karen Kochhar
Jayesh Lakumb
Frank Lamb II
Maldon Lane, Jr.
Coy and Nancy Langford
Anne Lautzenheiser
Charles and Geraldine Lawson
Lynnwood and Mary Lay
G. Allan and Toni Ledbetter
Dr. Mary Leffell
Marshall Lethco
James and Anne Levan III
Harry Lewis
Steven Lingar
Lockheed Martin Corporation
David Locklear
Thomas Logan
James Long
Alan Loveless and Carla           
  Howie-Loveless
Benjamin and Laura Lowe
John and Alice Lowrance
Daw and Jing-Meei Lu
Lois Mabry
Max Mabry (Deceased)
Brenden MacDonald
David and Dianne MacIntire
Kevin and Shauna Mack
William and Betty Mackebee, Jr.
J. Dan and Wanda 
MacKintosh
Joseph and Jennifer Mallard III
John and Donna Matlock
Bryant Mayne
Fred and Florence Mayse
James and Mary McBride
Lisa McBride
Dr. Bill McClain, Sr. 
  (Deceased)
James McConnell (Deceased)
Kent and Lucy McCune
Harold McFarland
Rodney and Marilyn 
  McFarland
Joseph and Dr. Sandra 
  McGuire
Donald McInnis
Joe and Ursula McInturff
Patrick and Andrea McManus
Claire Meggs
Emerson Meggs
Stanley and Charlene Merritt
Microsoft Corporation
James and Beverly Milam
Stephen and Chandra Milam
Adam Miller
Duane Miller
Sam and Drucilla Miller
Bobby and Lois Mills
Paul and Jacqueline Mills, Jr.
Dr. Anne Minter
Michael Minter and                       
  Dr. Patricia Minter
Jeffrey and Lori Minton
Joseph and Charlene 
  Mischlich
Andrew and Dr. Pamela 
  Moore
Christopher Moore
David Moore
Edward Morgan
Blonnie Moser
Sigmund and Brenda Mosko
Motorola Foundation
John Murphy
Leonard and Joan Murray, Jr.
William Murrian III and Carol 
  Bryson
William and Bobbie Myers
Howard and Donna Myers
Roy Mynatt, Jr. and Jo Ann 
  Burchett
Erby Roy and M. Jean 
  Nankivell
Thomas and Debra Nanney
James and Elizabeth Napier III
Lauren Nelson
Michael and Jill Nelson
Dejan Neskovic
Ernest and Martha Neubauer
Mark Neville
Hal and Eleanor Nichols, Jr.
Thomas and Yvonne 
  Nightingale
Morris and Mildred Nimmo
Robbie Nutt
Dr. Ronald and Lynda Nutt
Gordon Osborn
Kevin and Betsy Palm
Bobby and Margaret Palmer
Sampath Panini
Charles and Donna Parker
Joseph Parks
Margaret Parrott
Stephen and Dana Patek
Gregory Patterson
Evelyn Patty
James and Betsy Pentecost II
M. Lee and Marguerite 
  Peterseim
Richard and Margaret Peugeot
Laurence and Patricia Phillips
H. Edwin and Carolyn Pierce
James Pierce III
James and Beth Pierce, Jr.
Dr. Joan Pierce
Dr. J. Frank Pierce (Deceased)
Dr. W. Wilson and Ann Pitt, Jr.
Donald and Donna Pittman
David and Deanna Poe
John Poindexter IV
Margaret Powell (Deceased)
Mark and Margaret Powell
Robert Powell
Power & Telephone Supply 
  Company
Jeffrey and Tamara Powers
Rebecca Puckett
Dr. Gary and Joyce Ragsdale
James Randolph, Jr.
John Rasbury
Raytheon Company
Robert and Donna Reece
Edwin Reed, Jr.
James and Janice Reed
Henry Reeves, Jr. (Deceased)
William and Ruth Riley, Jr.
Helen Rinker
Dr. Joseph and Bonnie Rives III
Raymond and Betty Rochat
Clarence Rochat
Hazel Rochat (Deceased)
Dr. James and Barbara 
  Rochelle
Russell and Alison Rochelle
Medford and Nancy Rockstroh
Michael Romer
David and Josephine 
  Rotenberry
Nathan Rowe
Gregory and Sarah Ruple
Edward Rutter, Jr. (Deceased)
Bobby and Lynda Sammons
Tony and Marcia Sawan
James and Mary Scalf
Robert Scarbrough
Stanley and Penny Scates
Schneider Electric/Square D 
  Foundation
Ernest and Martha Seagle
H. Carlton Seaver (Deceased)
Jeanne Seaver
Gray and Julette Settle
Alfred Sewell, Jr.
Hugh Shackelford (Deceased)
Gerald Sharp
Betty Shealy (Deceased)
Barry and Hilda Sheffield
Brian Shelton
James and Roberta   
  Shoopman
James and Jane Sidwell, Jr.
Siemens Medical Solutions 
  USA, Inc.
Dr. Curtis and Patsy Siller, Jr.
Bradley and Pamela Simpson
Howard and Maxie Simpson
Scott and Sandra Simpson
Brantley and Vicki Smith, Jr.
Cheryl Smith 
Larry and M. Arlene Smith
Dr. L. Montgomery Smith
Kevin and Vanessa Snyder
Kent Springer
Robert St. Clair and Carla 
  Bowden
Richard Stair
Margaret Stamper
Alice Stargel
Larry Stargel                               
Ralf Starke and Gerlinde 
  Cemnitz
John and Dalys Stevenson
Gene and Mildred Stewart
Bruce and Martha Stone
Bryan Stone
Evangelos and Donna Stoyas
Eric Stublefield
Hubert and Elizabeth Styles
David Su
Johnny Sutton
Michael and Valerie 
  Swiatkowski
Frederick and Vivienne 
  Symonds
Mike Szymanski
Richard and Susan Tallent
James Talley II 
Jean Talley (Deceased)
Earnest and Wanda Tate
Donald Taylor and Beulah 
  Smith
Joshua and J. Amanda Taylor
Tellabs Foundation
Tellabs Inc.
Texas Instruments Foundation
The Proctor and Gamble Fund
Paula Thomas
Drs. Nurhan and Sandra 
  Takvoryan
Paul and Charlotte Thompson
Dr. Daniel Thompson
Nicholas Thompson
Zack and Betty Thompson
James Tombras
Allen Trentham
David and Nancy Huffine
Max and Kathy Trundle
Gerald and Jennifer Turner
Granvel and Elsie  
  Underwood, Sr.
John and Rebecca Vanhooser
Ronald and Cynthia Vantrease
Verum Consultants
Matthew Vrba
Wachovia Foundation
Anne Wade
Christopher and L. A. Walker
William and Anne Wall, Jr.
William and Carmen Warde
Greg and Liz Warner
Donald and Judith Warren
James Waters
Howard Watson
David Weatherly
Charles and Kristin Weaver, Jr.
Martha Weaver
Aaron and Lillian Webb
Robert and Ruth Wells
L. Elwood West
Timothy and Amy Wheelock
James and Ann White
Robert and Ruth White
Etta Williams
Robert and Barbara Williams
Marvin and Wilda Willis
Hubert Wilson
Cecelia Winfrey
Dr. Alan Wintenberg and    
  Dr. Kimberly Kelly-
  Wintenberg
Thomas and Patricia Witty
Ray and Marian Woods
Isaac and Giovanna Wright, Jr.
Shaofan Xu and Jie Zhu
Dr. Siak Yeo
Chung Ying
Donald and Laura Young
Ralph Young
Ronald and Pamela Ziegler
Our staff has perused these 
lists carefully and repeatedly to 
ensure accuracy. Your names 
and your giving records are 
among the most important 
details we handle. However, 
should you find an error 
or have a question we want 
to hear from you so we can 
address any issues quickly. 
Please call the Development 
Office at 865-974-2779.
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Departments                                     
Chemical & Biomolecular ............ 974-2421 
Civil & Environmental ................. 974-2503 
Electrical & Computer Science .... 974-3461 
Industrial & Information .............. 974-3333 
Materials Science ...................... 974-5336 
Mechanical, Aerospace &  
Biomedical ................................ 974-5117 
Nuclear .................................... 974-2525
Calendar
Contact Information
Administration & Programs                   
Communications ....................... 974-0533 
Dean’s Office ........................... 974-5321 
Development ............................ 974-2779 
Engineering Advising Services ..... 974-4008 
Engineering Diversity Programs ... 974-1956 
Engineering Fundamentals .......... 974-9810 
Engineering Research ................. 974-8360 
Engineering Student Affairs ........ 974-2454 
Finance & Admin. Affairs ........... 974-5279 
Office of Professional Practice .... 974-5323
Research Centers
Materials Processing .................. 974-0816 
Maintenance & Reliability ........... 974-9625 
Scintillation Materials ................. 974-0267 
Transportation Research ............. 974-5255
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engineer
Fall 2009
Fall Break .................................Oct 15-16 
Thanksgiving ........................... Nov 26-27
Classes End .................................... Dec 1 
Exams ................................Dec 3-4, 7-10 
Graduate Hooding ......................... Dec 11
UT Commencement ....................... Dec 13
Spring 2010
Classes Begin ................................Jan 13
MLK Holiday ..................................Jan 18
1st Session Ends ............................. Mar 3
2nd Session Begins .......................... Mar 4
Spring Break .............................. Mar 8-12
Spring Recess ...............................  April 2
Classes End ................................  April 30
Exams ............................  May 4-7, 10-11
Commencement ......................  May 12-14
COE Homecoming 2009
The University of Tennessee 
College of Engineering invites 
you to “Homecoming 2009 
– Rock ‘n’ Roll the Tigers” 
and the Annual COE Alumni 
Homecoming Barbeque 
on the Hill on Saturday, 
November 7th, 2009, 3 hours 
prior to game time. 
 
Join us for a delicious 
barbeque lunch; exhibits and 
demonstrations; and reunions 
with former classmates and 
faculty!
If you haven’t attended the 
Homecoming Barbeque in a 
while—this year will be special! 
Don’t miss it, register today! 
Costs:  
$12.00/adults 
$8.00/children                
(under 10 years of age) 
For more information, contact 
the Engineering Development 
Office at (865) 974-2779 
or http://www.engr.utk.edu/
homecoming-09.html to register 
by November 2, 2009.
